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PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRTIETH ANNUAL 
BIOCHEMICAL ENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM 
The 30th Annual Biochemical Engineering Symposium was held on 15-16 September 2000 
at the YMCA of the Rockies in Estes Park, under the sponsorship of the Department of Chemical 
Engineering of the University of Colorado, Boulder and the Colorado Institute for Research in 
Biotechnology. The symposium is devoted to presentations by students about their ongoing 
research. The program consisted of 10 oral presentations and 12 poster presentations. Because 
final publication of these works usually takes place elsewhere, the papers included in these 
proceedings are brief, and often cover works in progress. 
Attending the 30th annual biochemical engineering symposium were the following: 
Iowa State University: Professor Peter Reilly, Professor Surya Mallapragada, Yun Bai, Carrie 
Bressler, Y andi Dharmadi, Ping-Hua Feng, Anil Gannepalli, Tony Hill, Alain Laederach, 
Brendan McMenomy, Maria Meisch, Todd Menkhaus, Xiaojing Pan, Ganesh Sriram, Murali 
Subramanian, and Dongmei Zhai. 
University of Colorado: Professor Robert Davis, Professor Dhinakar Kompala, Eva Chi, Qiang 
Gordon Gao, Jeff Knutsen, Matt Lipscomb, Allison O'Brien, Wendy Mores, and Michelle 
Staben. 
Kansas State University: Professor Larry Erickson, R. Karthikeyan, Sigifredo Castro-Diaz, 
Courtney Pitzer, and Neta Jo Scarpati. 
Colorado State University: Professor Rajiv Bhadra, Professor Vincent Murphy, Professor Jim 
Linden, Professor Ken Reardon, Professor Kristin Rinker, Professor Ranil Wickramasinghe, 
Shelley Allen, Aaron R. Goerke, Carin M. Kahr, Kee-Hong Kim, Ken Liao, and Valerie 
Pferdeort. 
University of Oklahoma: Professor Roger Harrison, Andy Carswell, Sebastien Gauthier, Aaron 
Lowe, Heath Williams, and Marcie Williams. 
University of Wyoming: Professor Pat Gilcrese, Leigh Ann Boyack, and Kyle Norman. 
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Schedule of Oral and Poster Presentations at the 
30th Annual Biochemical Engineering Symposium 
YMCA of the Rockies, Estes Park, Colorado 
Saturday, September 16th, 2000 
8:30 a.m. Dhinakar S. Kompala- WELCOME & INTRODUCTION 
ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
8:35 am Kee-Hong Kim And Kenneth F. Reardon - PROTEOME ANALYSIS OF 
PROTEIN PRODUCTION IN PSEUDOMONAS PUTIDA F1 DURING THE 
BIODEGRADATION OF TOLUENE-PHENOL MIXTURES 
9:00am Maria Meisch, Alain Laederach, and Peter J. Reilly - SEQUENCE AND 
PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF PHOSPHOLIPASE D 
9:25am Alain T. Laederach, Ekaterina V. Pletneva, and Nenad M. Kostic- DESIGNING A 
MOLECULAR MODEL FOR THE CYTOCHROME F-PLASTOCY ANIN 
MOLECULAR INTERFACE: CATION-PI INTERACTIONS PLAY AN 
IMPORT ANT ROLE IN THE MOLECULAR RECOGNITION EVENT 
9:50am Break- Coffee & Refreshments- Poster Set-up 
10:30 a.m. Allison K. O'Brien, Chelsea A. Shields, Theresa Zawistowski, Mangalampalli V.R. 
Murthy, and Dhinakar S. Kompala - ENGINEERING CHO CELLS TO 
MAXIMIZE THE PRODUCTION OF FOREIGN PROTEINS IN 
BIOREACTORS 
10:55 a.m. Xiaojing Pan and Charles E. Glatz. EFFECT OF SURFACE PROPERTIES OF 
PROTEINS ON THE GROWTH RATE OF SUBTILISIN CRYSTALS 
11 :20 a.m. Sigifredo Castro-Diaz, Lawrence C. Davis, and Larry E. Erickson -
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF PHYTODEGRATION KINETICS OF METHYL 
BENZOTRIAZOLE 
11 :45 a.m. Lunch Break 
iv 
1:30 p.m. POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
1. Y. Bai, A. D. Liten and C. E. Glatz - CHROMATOGRAPHY CAPTURE OF A 
RECOMBINANT PROTEIN FROM UNCLARIFIED TRANSGENIC CANOLA 
EXTRACT USING STREAMLINE™ DEAE IN THE EXPAND ED BED COLUMN 
2. Jeffrey S. Knutsen and Robert H. Davis - ULTRAFILTRATION SEPARATION OF 
CELLULASE AND GLUCOSE FOR A LIGNOCELLULOSIC BIOMASS-TO-
ETHANOL 
3. Valerie A Pferdeort and Kenneth F. Reardon - INTEGRATION OF MEMBRANE 
PROTEIN ANALYSIS INTO A MODEL FOR THE BIODEGRADATION OF 
PHENOL AND TOLUENE BY PSEUDOMONAS PUTIDA F1 
4. Matthew L. Lipscomb, Victor H. Barocas, Leslie A. Leinwand, Kurt W. Haubold -
DEVELOPMENT OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL IN VITRO TISSUE EQUIVALENT 
5. Carin M. Kahr and Ranil Wickramasinghe - MODELING BLOOD USING SHEAR-
THINNING FLUIDS FOR THE OPTIMIZATION OF BLOOD OXYGENATORS 
6. Brandon M. Vogel and Surya K. Mallapragada - BREAST TISSUE ENGINEERING 
USING BIODEGRADABLE POLYMER SCAFFOLDS 
7. Aaron R. Goerke, and Ranil Wickramasinghe - OPTIMIZATION OF BLOOD 
OXYGENATORS 
8. Qiang Gao, Min Zhang, James D. McMillan, and Dhinakar S. Kompala -
COMPARATIVE ETHANOL FERMENTATION PERFORMANCE OF XYLOSE-
UTILIZING ZYMOMONAS MOBIUS STRAINS IN MIXED GLUCOSE-XYLOSE' 
MEDIA 
9. Kai H. Liao, Daniel L. Gustafson, Michael H. Fox, Laura S. Chubb, Raymond S. H. 
Y ang.and Kenneth F. Reardon - MODELING THE GROWTH OF SYRIAN 
HAMSTER EMBRYO (SHE) CELLS AFTER EXPOSURE TO ARSENIC 
10. G. R. Johnson and J. C. Spain, G. T. Coryell, II and P. C. Gilcrease - PRODUCTION 
OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE POLYMER SYNTHONS USING WHOLE-CELL 
BIOCAT AL YSIS 
11. Leigh Ann Boyack .. Shelly J. Robertson, and Patrick C. Gilcrease -BIOLOGICAL 
SULFATE REDUCTION FOR THE REPROCESSING OF TRONA TAILINGS 
PONDS 
12. Courtney R. Pitzer, Sigifredo Castro-Diaz, and L.C. Davis - DIFFUSION OF MTBE 
TRHOUGH ALFALFA 
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS (Continued) 
3:00p.m. R. Karthikeyan, P. Kulakow, Larry E. Erickson, and B. Leven- VEGETATED 
TREATMENT OF VEHICLE WASH SEDIMENTS: A FIELD 
DEMONSTRATION 
3:25p.m. Wendy D. Mores and Robert H. Davis - CELLULASE RECOVERY VIA 
MEMBRANE FILTRATION AND SEDIMENTATION 
3:50p.m. Todd. J. Menkhaus, Sara U. Eriksson, Paul B. Whitson and Charles E. Glatz-
POLYELECTROLYTE PRECIPITATION OF WILD-TYPE AND CHARGE-
MODIFIED B-GLUCURONIDASE FROM CANOLA, CORN AND SOY 
EXTRACTS . 
4:15p.m. Shelley A Allen and Kenneth F. Reardon - OXIDATION-ENHANCED 
BIODEGRADATION OF PAH- AND PCP-CONTAMINATED SOILS 
4:40 p.m. Closing Remarks and Invitation for next year 
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Sequence and phylogenetic analysis of phospholipase D 
Maria Meisch, Alain Laderach, and Peter J. Reilly 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
Abstract 
Phospholipase D (PLD) forms phosphatidic acid and alcohols by hydrolyzing the terminal 
phosphodiester bond of phospholipids. PLD also catalyzes transesterfication to nucleophilic 
donors such as alcohols. It is used in protein transport, signal transduction, vesicle formation and 
mitosis. PLD is a member of a superfamily comprised of eight enzyme classes containing the 
HKD motif, a sequence of HXK(X)4 D(X)6GSXN, where X is any amino acid residue. The first 
structure of one of the superfamily memebers (nuc from Salmonella typhimurium) has been 
found, and recently the first PLD crystal structure was determined from Streptomyces sp. The 
structure is very similar to that of nuc and consists of a single chain folded into two domains. 
Here we show that contrary to earlier publications, the HKD motif is not completely conserved 
throughout all PLDs, as many of the bacterial PLDs do not contain it. A phylogenetic tree illus-
trates the presence of eight subfamilies of PLDs. The 3-D structure from Streptomyces PLD will 
not be available to databases until later this year, but a structural correlation indicated by LOOPP 
2000 between Corynebacterium ulcerans PLD and bacteriophage T4 Rnase H allows us to pre-
dict the secondary and tertiary structure of the bacterial PLDs. 
Introduction 
Phospholipase D (PLD, 3 .1.4.4) is used in protein transport, signal transduction, vesicle 
formation, and mitosis [1]. It forms phosphatidic acids and alcohols by hydrolyzing the terminal 
phosphodiester bond of phospholipids (Fig. 1) [2-4]. PLD also catalyzes transesterfication when 
an alcohol serves as a nucleophilic donor [5]. The transesterfication reaction can be used to 
synthesize naturally occurring low-abundance phospholipids such as phosphatidylethanolamine, 
phophatidylserine, or phophatidyglycerol from more abundant phospholips such as phosphatidyl-
choline [4]. PLD can also be used industrially to make phosphatidic acid surfactants. 
PLD is a member of a superfamily comprised of eight enzyme classes [6, 7]. Beyond the 
PLDs, the superfamily includes bacterial cardiolipin synthases, eukaryotic and bacterial phos-
phatidylserine synthases, a bacterial endonuclease (nuc), two poxviridal proteins, an Escherichia 
coli putative protein, and a Synechosystis sp. putative protein. Similarity among the enzymes was 
indicated by the presence of two motifs within most classes and the ability to catalyze or bind to 
a phosphodiester bond [7]. A sequence alignment of selected sequences also showed that all 
members of the superfamily contain the HKD motif, a sequence of HXD(X)4D(X)6GSXN, where 
X is any amino acid residue. Most of the enzymes are reported to contain two copies of the HKD 
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sequence, except for the bacterial endoculeases, which possess only one [7]. The HKD motif was 
hypothesized to play an important role in the reaction pathway of the enzyme. It is suggested that 
the conserved Asp, Lys, and His residues form a catalytic triad that catalyses the hydrolysis or 
formation of the phosphoester bonds [7]. The enzymes are believed to function as hi-lobed 
monomers that evolved from similar ancestors, which at some stage in their evolution underwent 
gene duplication and a fusion event [8]. 
The first structure of one of the the superfamily members, nuc from Salmonella typhimurium, 
is a dimer with the active site made up of identical residues from two monomers [9]. Although S. 
typhimurium PLD is an enzyme from the PLD superfamily with only one conserved HKD motif, 
the presence of the hi-lobed monomer supports the theory of an ancient gene duplication and fus-
ion event. Recently, the first PLD crystal structure was determined from Streptomyces sp. [10], 
and is very similar to that of nuc. It consisted of a single chain folded into two domains. The act-
ive site is at the interface between the two domains where the HKD motifs are able to interact. 
To investigate the relationships between the different PLDs that have sequenced, we have 
subjected them to multiple sequence alignment, as described below. 
Computational Methods 
The complete multiple sequence alignment of all sequenced PLDs found in GenBank and 
SwissProt was preformed using Clustal W (European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidel-
berg, Germany). Phylip, a program within Clustal W, was then able to provide a phylogenetic 
tree based on the multiple sequence alignment. 
Computational Analysis 
The multiple sequence alignment (Fig. 2) shows the similarity within the subfamilies to be 
much closer than that among different PLD subfamilies. Nevertheless, the alignment between 
proteins from plants and mammals could be extended beyond the conserved motif, indicating a 
common heritage. 
Contrary to earlier publications, the multiple sequence alignment showed the full HKD motif 
is not completely conserved throughout all PLDs (Fig. 2). Many sequences exhibit a partial motif 
twice, but many of the bacterial PLDs, such as those from Photobacterium damselae subsp. dam-
selae, Arcanobacterium haemolyticum, and the Corynebacteria do not contain the exact motif at 
all. It was evident from the multiple sequence alignment that numerous subfamilies exist within 
the PLD family, some with very little homology. A phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3) indicates eight dis-
tinct subfamilies. 
2 
Discussion 
PLD is an ancient enzyme for which little is known. Its function is consistent within many 
species, but its reaction pathway and crystal structures are not yet fully understood. PLD is part 
of a superfamily of phosphodiesterases that all contain some form of the HKD motif. Up to now 
crystal structures are known for one member of the superfamily (nuc from S. typhimurium) and 
one PLD from Streptomyces sp. We have found that a common domain is present within the 
entire family, yet it is not completely conserved. _This common motif is predicted to be the catal-
ytic domain for all PLDs, and it is proposed that the entire superfamily shares a common catal-
ytic mechanism that includes the interaction of His and Ser residues. The Ser is not conserved in 
all sequences; therefore either 1) the proposed mechanism is incorrect, 2) the members of the 
PLD family do not share the same reaction pathway, or 3) one or more sequences are incorrect. 
A phylogenetic tree indicates eight subfamilies within the PLD family. PLD is an ancient 
enzyme, and over the years it has greatly diverged within the different family members so that 
many of them at the nucleophilic level appear to be different enzymes. For this reason, it is im-
portant to know the secondary and crystal structures of more PLD forms. 
Future Directions 
The PLD amino acid sequences have been threaded through known crystal structures using 
the LOOPP 2000 program. This application provides crystal structures that may be similar, based 
on common hydrophobic and polar regions. A structural correlation was indicated between the 
Corynebacteria PLDs and bacteriophage T4 Rnase H. We were unable to thread sequences 
through the 3-D structure of Streptomyces PLD because the authors are holding the structure 
back from databases until later this year. The PLD structures have also been manipulated using 
hydrophobic cluster analysis and their secondary and tertiary structures are in the process of 
being predicted. 
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* *· * • • 
Rat LWAHHEKLVIIDQSVAFVGGI 
Homosapiens LWAHHEKLLVVDQVVAFLGGL 
Candida FWAHHEKLCIIDHTYAFLGGI 
Yersiniapestis TWN-HTKIMASDGTEALVGGH 
Arabidopsis MFTHHQKIVVVDSEMPSRGGS 
Zeamays DSKIHVKLQYFDVGKDRNWAR 
• 
• * 
• • 
• • 
Rat LIYVHSKLLIADDNTVIIGSANIND 
Homosapiens LIYIHSKVLIADDRTVIIGSANIND 
Candida QLYIHAKTMIVDDRSVIIGSANINE 
Arabidopsis MIYVHTKMMIVDDEYIIIGSANINQ 
Yersiniapestis APGNHAKLMIIDDELYVVGSDNLYP 
Zeamays MFTHHQKIVVVDHEMPNQGSQQRRI 
Corynebacterium -~--HS-----DTHHLATAADNPW­
Photobacterium.LFFSYSAS--ADGTVKLVNSPKQSE 
Fig. 2. Sequence alignment of PLD family. a)The HK.D motif found in the first half of 
the PLD sequence. It was found in six of the eight family members. b) The I·IKD motif 
found in the sccund half of the PLD sequence. It is not conserved in ail bacterial PLDs. 
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Fig 3. Phylogenetic Tree of the PLD family derived from the multisequence alignment. 
The l!ight subl"amilil!s arc indi<.:ulcd by the boxes. 
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Designing a molecular model for the cytochrome f-plastocyanin 
molecular interface: Cation-1t interactions play an important role 
in the molecular recognition event 
Alain T. Laederach1, Ekaterina V. Pletneva2, and Nenad M. Kostic2 
Departments of Chemical Engineering1 and Chemistry2 
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
Blue copper protein plastocyanin and heme protein cytochrome f are physiological partners 
in the photosynthetic electron transfer chain. Recent computational studies have suggested that 
the complex of these two proteins is stabilized by a series of intermolecular salt bridges and a 
cation-1t interaction between Tyr83 of plastocyanin and Lys65 of cytochrome f. To investigate 
the specificity of this interaction, model peptides were constructed and their association 
constants were determined. Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to determine the 
number of salt bridges and cation-1t interactions in the model complexes. Only with the addition 
of a corrective potential for the inductive effect of the cation over the 1t-ring did molecular 
dynamics simulations reproduce experimental trends. Using the improved potential, a cyclic 
peptide was de novo designed and synthesized. This new peptide offers the first experimental 
evidence for cation-1t interactions stabilizing intermolecular complexes. These experiments also 
demonstrate the importance of correct cation-1t interaction descriptions in molecular modeling 
force fields. 
Introduction 
The specificity of biological molecular recognition events is the result of not one, but many 
amino acid contacts, which together account for their precise affinity. In protein design and eng-
ineering it is essential to have a correct understanding of amino acid contacts at the atomic level. 
Peptides are good models to quantitatively study amino acid interactions. The simple fact oF 
limiting the number of residues makes it easier to decouple the contributions of the individual 
residues. Furthermore, their small size makes it possible to carry out solvent-explicit simulations, 
which greatly enhance the level of accuracy of molecular dynamics. 
The cation-1t interaction is a strong and specific interaction between the 1t face of an aromatic 
ring and a cation (Dougherty, 1996). In recent years, there has been a considerable research inter-
est in these interactions and their role in biomolecular structures (Scrutton and Raine, 1996; Ma 
and Dougherty, 1997). Cation-1t interactions are common within proteins (Gallivan and Dough-
erty, 1999, 2000) and play a role in substrate-enzyme binding, some catalytic processes, and 
probably in the recognition and action of ion channels. 
A cation-1t interaction results when a positive charge is positioned above a benzene ring 
along the sixfold axis of symmetry (Ma and Dougherty, 1997). An attractive force, electrostatic 
in nature, results due to the induced dipole in the aromatic ring, interacting coulombically with 
the positive charge of the cation. 
We present here a rational peptide design approach, based on molecular dynamics simulat-
ions, nuclear ~agnetic resonance spectroscopy, and protein homology modeling. We have con-
structed a model peptide that exhibits a side-chain/side-chain interaction through the intermed-
8 
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iate of a lysine cation and tyrosine aromatic contact. 
It is believed that an intermolecular cation-7t interaction between Lys65 of cytochrome f and 
Tyr83 of plastocyanin contributes to the stability of this protein complex essential in the photo-
synthetic electron-transfer pathway. Four salt bridges also contribute to the molecular recognit-
ion event. 
Based on the protein model for this complex, several pentapeptides were synthesized to 
understand individual residue contributions to the molecular recognition event. Since four salt 
bridges and a cation-7t interaction contribute to the recognition surface, at least five lysines, four 
aspartates, and an aromatic residue were needed for this. 
Computation 
Studies of Pentapeptide Association in Aqueous Media. In several studies of biological struc-
tures, a combination of cation-7t interactions, salt bridges, and hydrogen bonds have been sug-
gested to contribute to the binding. There has been considerable debate as to the relative impor-
tance of these molecular interactions, emphasizing the complexity of the interplay between them. 
To test the effects of the auxiliary interactions and structural preorganization on the cation-7t 
binding ability of amino-acid side chains, we studied cation-7t interactions in larger systems such 
as peptides. At first, one might see that intramolecular system provides better chance for con-
structing a desired interaction. Indeed, the statistical study of cation-7t interactions in proteins 
indicated that these interactions are most common between neighboring residues in the sequence 
(Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999). However, many different forces besides cation-7t interactions 
may be responsible for inducing a particular conformation of a single peptide. Structural studies 
of even small peptides in solution indicated the transiently stable secondary structure (Wright et 
al., 1988). 
In our attempt to study cation-7t interactions in peptides, we intentionally placed two interact-
ing groups onto different peptide strands. This strategy allowed us to minimize the effects of 
peptide folding on predetermining the proximity of interacting groups and provides a measure of 
binding affinity of different peptide pairs. Because of the complex nature of peptide recognition 
(Boyce et al., 1994; Sasaki et al., 1996; Hossain and Schneider, 1998), a rational design of selec-
tive interactions between small peptides is difficult. In contrast to proteins, peptides lack confor-
mational order, which impedes selective binding. However, the intrinsic flexibility of peptides 
gives rise to their dynamic association, an interesting aspect by itself and related to some protein-
protein interactions (Bendall, 1996). 
We studied binding of two oppositely charged pentapeptides, Ac Lys Lys Lys Lys Lys NH2 
(1) or Ac Asp Asp X Asp Asp NH2 (2), where X= Tyr, Phe, or Leu. Terminal amino and carbox-
ylic groups are blocked in these peptides to minimize electrostatic interactions within peptides 
and to prevent self-association. The electrostatic attraction between ionic groups brings two pep-
tides together and may favor cation-7t interaction between the ammonium cation on one peptide 
and aromatic system on the other. Because of the evident relevance of these interactions to bi-
molecular association, all peptide binding studies were conducted in aqueous solutions. Under 
these conditions, salt bridges and possible cation-7t interactions must compete with the substan-
tial solvation energy of ions and polar groups; therefore both peptides are highly charged to en-
sure binding. 
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The addition of pentalysine 1 to solutions of pentapeptides 2 induced chemical shift changes 
of a number of peaks, corresponding to protons on both compounds. The complexation-induced 
1H NMR shifts were larger than in binding studies of single amino acids (up to 0.5 ppm) and 
were reproducible. Again, no resonance splitting was observed. 
The resonances corresponding to aromatic protons in both Tyr- and Phe-containing pentapep-
tide 2 shifted upfield upon addition of pentalysine. In the control experiments done in DMSO, 
those resonances shifted downfield. For Leu-containing pentapeptide 2, no shifts of Leu reson-
ances were observed. 
High opposite charges of the two peptides allow strong interactions between their side chains 
even in the aqueous solution. Still the differences in the association constants, Ka, are subtle. The 
Tyr-containing pentapeptide 2 shows similar affinity to the Leu-containing pentapeptide 2; the 
two association constants are equal within the error bounds. However, the two peptides show 
somewhat different starting conformations. The two-dimensional 1H NMR ROESY spectra of 
the pentapeptides suggest a random-coil structure for the Leu-containing peptide and more rigid 
structures for aromatic-containing peptides. This difference in the structures makes the results 
difficult to compare. Considering the greater flexibility of the Leu-containing peptide, it should 
be more prone to association. The moderate increase in the association constant for the Phe-con-
taining pentapeptide might indicate additional interactions provided by this aromatic residue. As 
in the case of single amino-acid interactions, we attribute the lower binding affinity to the higher 
desolvation penalty of the Tyr side chain in water. Despite the small differences in the associat-
ion constants and the difficulty of straight-forward analysis, the binding studies indicate that two 
peptides do bind and aromatic residues may play a role in enhancing the binding affinity. 
Although chemical shift changes and association constants strongly suggest that aromatic 
residues play a role in complexation, it is not clear from 1 H NMR spectroscopic titrations alone if 
cation-1t interactions between amino-acid side chains are formed in the complex structures. The 
possibility of conventional salt bridges and hydrogen bonds as well as cation-1t interactions, and 
furthermore the dynamic nature of small peptide association, make the analysis of binding 
studies intricate. The situation is even more complicated by the fact that the two peptides need 
not associate "in register" and by the differences in the peptide conformations. This makes it 
impractical to quantify the cation-1t interactions in these systems. In order to find out if cation-1t 
interactions are contributing to the binding of our peptides, we employed molecular dynamics 
simulations of the dipeptide complexes. 
Molecular Dynamics Simulation. To sample the conformational space of the oligopeptide 
complexes, a total of six 200-ps trajectories were computed using the original Verlet algorithm 
implemented in version 27b2 of CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983). An integration timestep of 1 fs 
was used, and structures were stored every 100 steps for further analysis. Velocities were scaled 
every 1 ps to a temperature of 300 K. 
Initial random oligopeptide complex coordinates were generated in three steps. The extended 
conformations of both the pentalysine and aspartate-phenylalanine peptides were minimized 
individually in vacuo over 1000 time steps using the steepest descent algorithm in CHARMM 
(Brooks et al., 1983). The centers of mass of the two minimized structures were overlayed and 
then translated ± 6 A along six arbitrarily defined orthogonal vectors. The complexes were min-
imzed again us-ing the same procedure as before in vacuo. The resulting coordinates were super-
imposed onto a 33.6-A cube of water containing 1269 TIP3 type water molecules. All overlap-
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ping water molecules withip 3.0 A of any of the peptide atoms were deleted. 
Periodic boundary conditions were applied with cubic geometry. Particle Mesh Ewald 
(PMEwald) (Feller et al., 1996) summation was used for the evaluation of the electrostatic inter-
actions using 36 grid points, effectively making for a grid spacing of 0.93 A. The gaussian width 
KAPPA parameter was set to 0.34 with an order of 6. Prior to the 200-ps molecular simulation, 
200 steps of minimization, 15 ps of heating (from 0 K to 300 K), and 15 ps of equilibration were 
carried out. 
Lys-eN to Asp-1C and Lys-eN to aromatic-1C and ~C distances were computed for all the 
stored structures. A salt bridge was considered to be formed if the distance from the carbon atom 
of the carboxylate anion to the nitrogen atom of the ammonium cation was less than 8.0 A. 
The aromatic-1C and ~C distances were averaged and were used as a rough measure for the 
approach of the cation to the 1t system. Oligopeptide conformers where this average distance 
remained below 8.0 A for 5 ps or more were considered as potential templates for the design of a 
cyclic peptide. The coordinates of the complex having the smallest cation to 1t-system distance in 
each of these trajectory subsets was used as the template. 
Templates with one salt bridge, or with two bridges involving only three side chains, were 
not considered. If the average of the N to N and C to C terminal distance of the complexes was 
less than the average of the N to C and C to N distance, the template was eliminated. 
A glycine was then patched into the complex, connecting the closest N and C termini. All 
pairs of aspartate-lysine salt bridges were then individually replaced by two cysteine residues 
patched by a disulfide bond. Each new cyclic peptide was then minimized for 10,000 steps using 
the steepest descent algorithm. The atomic distances between residues interacting by a salt bridge 
and those interacting by cation-1t interactions were fixed at a value equal to that measured in the 
template. The distance restraints were removed and 5 ps of heating (0-300 K) followed by 10 ps 
of Verlet molecular dynamics simulation was calculated. Velocities were scaled to 300 K every 
1000 integration steps. Cation-1t interactions were monitored as before. The cyclic peptide that 
had the longest lifetime near its starting conformation with respect to the cation-1t interaction was 
synthesized. 
Discussion 
The sequence Ac Asp Cys Tyr Asp Asp Gly Lys Lys Lys Cys Lys NH2 had the longest 
lifetime as described in the previous section. This sequence was synthesized, and 2D_IH NMR 
confirmed that Lys8 was interacting with Tyr3 through the intermediate of a cation-1t system. 
Interestingly, the three proton frequencies of the Lys5 are decoupled and in slow exchange. The 
energetics of the cation-1t system are therefore much more important than previously expected. 
Although standard force fields fail to quantitatively model cation-1t interactions, it is inter-
esting that such methods can correctly reproduce trends. A complete description of the cation-1t 
interaction should involve a number of intermolecular forces, such as charge-quadrupole, charge-
dipole, charge-induced dipole, charge transfer, dispersion forces, and a hydrophobic component 
(Dougherty, 1996). However, various studies indicated that electrostatic interactions between a 
cation and the quadrupole moment of an aromatic system make major contribution to the cation-
1t interaction (Mecozzi et al., 1996). 
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Conclusion 
Relatively simple modification of the CHARMM force field allows more realistic modeling 
of the peptide association, which is valuable from a biological perspective. Taken together, var-
ious studies described here provide experimental evidence that cation-1t interactions may be im-
portant for protein-protein binding and should be considered along with conventional hydrogen 
bonds, salt bridges, and hydrophobic interactions at the protein-protein interfaces. 
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OVEREXPRESSION OF SECRETED REPORTER PROTEIN BY MOUSE MAMMARY 
TUMOR VIRUS PROMOTER: EFFECT OF GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR 
Mangalampalli V.R. Murthy, Allison O'Brien, Rohaizah I James and 
Dhinakar S. Kampala 
Introduction 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Colorado, 
Boulder, Colorado-80309-424 
Heterologous production of therapeutic glycoproteins by mammalian cell cultures is 
reported to be much superior over their production in bacterial or in insect cell lines 
(Zang et al., 1995). Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line is the most widely used 
industrial cell line for expressing heterologous proteins. This is due to its relative ease of 
cultivation at large scale and also due to the high stability of chromosomally integrated 
heterologous genes (Reff, 1993). One of the key issues in over expressing foreign 
proteins is whether to use a constitutive promoter in the expression vector that allows 
the production during exponential phase or to use an inducible expression vector that 
allows the growth phase to be separated from production phase by adding the inducer 
after the cell density reached higher levels. Production in exponential growth system 
may lead to lower titers due to less number of cells during the early or mid-exponential 
growth phase (Pendse et a/., 1992), while induction of cells for production after 
achieving medium or high cell densities may lead to higher titers, limited primarily by cell 
death due to nutrient limitation (Mazur et a/.1999). Therefore, an efficient method of 
increasing the product titers involves optimizing time and level of induction, and 
maintaining the induced cells viable as along as possible through nutrient 
supplementation. 
Previous data from our laboratory (Gu et al., 1996) reveal that the expression 
systems using the strong constitutive viral promoters like SV40 yield much lower 
production titers than compared to the auto-inducible Mouse Mammary Tumor Virus 
(MMTV) expression systems. Our recent studies on this highly inducible promoter, 
which is induced by the activated Glucocorticoid receptor (GR) complex, showed that 
the GR levels in CHO cells are too low to induce the MMTV promoter and co-
transfection of an expression vector for GR production improved the titers of our 
reporter protein, Secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) to a maximum level of 0.4 
mg/ml which is significantly greater than the literature reports of about 20 JJg/ml (Fukuda 
et al., 1989). 
Expression vectors using Mouse Mammary Tumor Virus-Long Terminal 
Repeat (MMTV-L TR) as promoter have been reported as a highly inducible expression 
system (Ko et al 1989, Gu et al., 1996) in mouse L cells. MMTV-L TR is activated by 
glucocorticoid hormones through the interaction of the activated hormone-receptor 
complex with glucocorticoid response element (GRE) (Boronat et al., 1997). When 
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MMTV promoter is stably introduced into host cells, the long terminal repeat is 
organized into an array of at least six nucleosomes (Richard-Fey and Hager, 1987). 
This chromatin structure inactivates MMTV promoter by not allowing the binding of 
transcriptional factors to MMTV promoter (Cordingley et al., 1987). The binding of 
hormone receptor complex on the GRE disrupts the nucleosome structure. 
Concomitantly, the other transcription factors bind to the MMTV promoter and activate 
the process of transcription (Lee and Archer, 1994 ). This association of the steroid 
hormone and recruitment of the transcriptional factors is reported to be dynamic and not 
static (McNally eta/., 2000). The bound hormone-receptor complex is disengaged from 
its binding site through an A TP dependent chromatin remodeling process (Hager et al. 
2000), causing the inactivation of transcription of downstream genes. In order to 
continuously maintain the active state of expression, intracellular GR level should be 
more than that of ATP and chromatin remodeling fraction. However, the levels of GR in 
normal CHO cells are reported to be insufficient for significant activation of MMTV 
promoter (Hirst et al., 1990). Our recent studies also showed that MMTV promoter 
driven reporter protein (Secreted Alkaline Phosphatase, SEAP) production titers were 
very low when the expression vector is stably transfected in to CHO-DG44 cells. 
However, co-transfection of the same host cells with a second plasmid expressing the 
transcription factor GR, which is again driven by another MMTV promoter lead to a large 
production of SEAP as high as 0.4 mg/L (James eta/. 2000). 
In the present study, we have attempted to further increase the expression 
levels of the secreted reporter glycoprotein by increasing the GR content inside the 
cells. Increasing the GR expression levels can be accomplished by utilizing the gene 
amplification protocols for a selection marker, dihydrofolate reductase, with increasing 
concentration of the anti-folate, methatrexate. 
Materials and methods 
Plasmid Construction and Amplification 
The construction of plasmids pMMap(neo) and pMMGr(dhfr) are described earlier 
(James et al., 2000). To amplify pMMGr (dhfr), MMapG cells were plated in a-MEM (-) 
(containing L-glutamine but no ribonucleosides or deoxyribonucelosides) with 0.4gll 
Geneticin (Life Technologies), 10% dialyzed fetal calf serum and 10-6 M methotrexate 
(Sigma, Inc). Clones were selected after 5 days and maintained as adherent cultures for 
a month in the same medium. The cells were adapted to serum free medium as 
described earlier (James et al., 2000). Cells were subcultured every 5 days for 10 
cycles in spinner flask cultures before using in subsequent batch culture experiments. 
Batch Experiments 
Each batch culture was started at a density of 2E+5 cells/ml in 1 00 ml of fresh serum-
free medium in spinner flasks as described earlier (James et al., 2000). The cells were 
induced by adding 10-7M Dexamethasone when the cell density reached 7.6 E+5 
cells/mi. Cells were sampled daily by recovering 1.2 ml of the culture medium, 0.2 ml of 
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which was used for determining cell concentration using the Trypan blue dye exclusion 
procedure. The remaining 1.0-ml was frozen until SEAP activity measurements. 
Bioreactor studies 
IS-CHO medium (1200 ml) containing 0.4gll of Geneticin and 10-SM methotrexate was 
transferred to a previously sterilized 2-liter bioreactor vessel using a peristaltic pump 
and seeded with 2.5E+5 cells/ml from spinner flasks. Dissolved oxygen and pH were 
controlled at 30% and 7.0, respectively, by s.farging carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen 
and air. Dexamethasone was added at 1 o- M when the cell concentration reached 
8.0 E+5 cells/mi. Cells were sampled daily by collecting 15 ml of the culture medium, 
0.2 ml of which was used for determining cell concentration using the Trypan blue dye 
exclusion procedure, and the rest was frozen for SEAP activity measurements. 
Secreted Alkaline Phosphatase assay 
·-------·--·--------
Concentration of our reporter glycoprotein secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) was 
measured through an enzymatic assay (Fluorescence Detection Kit) as recommended 
by the manufacturer (Ciontech labs, Palo Alto, CA). The samples were not heated at 
65°C prior to the assay, as the serum-free medium contained no other alkaline 
phosphatase. Assay was done in 96-well plates, in kinetic mode with sampling every 2-
min for 18 min (10 cycles) in an HTS 7000 BioAssay Reader (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, 
CT). The temperature of the instrument was maintained at 37°C. Amount of SEAP in 
each sample was calculated from the slope (in RFU/min) using a standard curve 
obtained with the positive control provided in the kit. Specific protein production rate 
was calculated as the protein accumulation rate divided by the viable cell concentration. 
Quantification of mRNA for Glucocorticoid Receptor 
Samples of both induced and uninduced cultures were collected every day. Cells to 
eDNA kit from Ambion were used to get the initial eDNA of the mixture of mRNAs using 
both oligoprimers and decamer primers in the Reverse transcriptase reaction mixture. 
Manufacturer's recommendations were strictly followed. The eDNA was further 
amplified by polymerase chain reaction. The 5' primer contained TGGACTCCAAAGAA T 
and 3' primer contained CTAGTATCGCCTTTGCCCAT. These primers generate a 
band of 1.9-Kb corresponding to the entire sequence of GR. The conditions for PCR 
were performed for 50 cycles with an annealing temperature of 65.5° C for AP and 55°C 
for GR. The intensity of PCR bands was measured using Gel Doc (Bio-Rad) and 
expressed as relative intensity with respect to that of the back ground (Agarose gel). 
Quantification of GR protein 
A sample of 107 cells from both induced and uninduced spinner flasks were taken and 
pelleted at 1000 rpm. The cell pellet was solubilized in 1 ml of RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-
HCI (pH 7.4 ), 150 mM NaCI, 1% Triton-X 100, 1% Sodium deoxycholate, 1% SDS and 
100 f.J of protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)). The mixture was kept on ice for 2 hrs and 
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the insoluble debris was removed by centrifugation at 14,000-x g for 30 min. 
Supernatant was transferred in to a fresh tube. 75 1-11 of 2 X gel-loading buffer was 
added to 75 1-11 of the supernatant and loaded on to a 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel. 
Proteins separated on SDS-PAGE were electroblotted on to a PVDF membrane using 
Genie at 24 volts for 1 hr. The membrane was washed with phosphate buffered saline 
with tween (PBST) and then put in 20 ml of 5% Non fat dry milk solution (blocking 
solution). After 2 hrs the membrane was washed thrice with PBST and was incubated 
with anti-GR antibody (1:100 dilution) overnight. Membranes were washed again with 
PBST to remove any unbound primary antibody and then further incubated with 
secondary antibody (anti mouse lgG developed in sheep conjugated with alkaline 
phosphatase) for 6 hrs and the color was developed using Biorad's Opti-CN kit. 
Results 
SEAP production by MgMap2-6 cells in spinner flasks: 
The cell concentration data in Fig 1 (a) indicates the growth rate of MgMap2-6 cells 
slowdown in their growth upon induction with dexamethasone. The uninduced cells 
reached a peak of 1.23 million/ml on 8th day and remained same on 9th day where as 
the induced cells reached 0.81 million/ml after one day of induction and remained 
almost the same throughout the incubation time. This decrease in growth may be due to 
the metabolic burden on the cell when producing the heterologous protein. This slowing 
down of growth was also seen in our previous studies (James et al., 2000) and follows 
our previously predicted structure model for the production of heterologous proteins 
(Kampala, 1999). 
The volumetric production (Fig 1 b) increased with time after induction with 
dexamethasone in the induced cells. The uninduced cells did not show any significant 
production of SEAP. A maximum titer of -1750 IJg/ml was achieved on 4th day after 
induction and by 5th day the productivity dropped to about 1500 IJg/ml. Specific 
productivity also showed an increase with time and reached a peak of 986 pg/cell/day 
on 4th day after induction (Fig 1 C). 
Glucocorticoid Receptor (GR) Expression levels in the cells: 
In our earlier results without amplification (James et al., 2000), the product titers for 
MMapG cells were in the range of -400 IJg/ml. In the present study, we observed 
almost 4 times increase in productivity. GR protein intensity measured by western blot 
analysis and gr mRNA levels as measured by RT -PCR reveal that MgMap2-6 cells 
produce higher quantities of intracellular GR as compared to MMapG cells (data not 
shown). Since MgMap2-6 cells were derived from the same clone of MMapG by 
culturing in 1 o-s M concentration of methotrexate, the increase in productivity in 
MgMap2-6 cells could be attributed to the amplification of gr gene along with the dhfr 
gene. Figure 2A shows that there is a gradual increase in the intensity of PCR bands 
from 1st day after induction to 3rd and then the intensity almost remained constant. No 
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detectable bands were seen in the uninduced cells. Similarly when the GR protein 
characterization was done by Western blot analysis (Figure 2 B) the induced cells 
showed two distinct bands of 90KD and 45 KD and the uninduced cells did not show 
any band for GR. The data of Western blot analysis and RT-PCR data clearly indicate 
that the increase in SEAP productivity in MMap2-6 cells is due to amplified expression 
of the specific transcription factor, glucocorticoid receptor, upon induction. 
SEAP productivity in MgMap2-6 cells in Bioreactors 
MgMap2-6 cells were grown in bioreactors that were maintained at constant pH and 
Dissolved Oxygen (DO) of 7.0 and 30%, respectively. When actively growing cells in the 
bioreactor were induced by dexamethasone, the cells showed similar slowdown in 
growth as seen in spinner flasks, (Figure 3A) even when nutrients were supplemented 
along with dexamethasone. This indicates that the retardation in cell growth is not due 
to nutrient limitation or due to environmental factors like pH and DO but mostly due to 
the accumulation of metabolic by-products like ammonia and lactic acid. 
After induction the volumetric production of SEAP in MgMap2-6 cells increases 
to 600 j.Jg/ml within 1 day after induction and reached a peak of -2100 j.Jg/ml within 4 
days after induction then gradually decreased to -1400 IJg/ml on 5th day after induction 
(Figure 3 B). The specific production per cell/per day (Figure 3 C) also increased 
rapidly after induction and maintained a high specific productivity of -1650 pg/cell.day 
by 4th day after induction. The specific productivity in bioreactors was found to be 1.5 
times higher than that in the spinner flasks. 
Discussion 
Literature reports have indicated that heterologous protein expression from MMTV 
promoter is largely limited by the unavailability of its specific transcriptional factors, 
glucocorticoid receptor, in mammalian cells (Yamamoto, 1985, Vanderbilt et at., 1987). 
A significant improvement in the expression of intracellular reporter protein ([3-
galactosidase) from MMTV promoter in mouse cells was reported by Ko et at (1989) 
and Gu et at (1996), when the cells were co-transfected with grgene. We have recently 
demonstrated (James et al 2000) that SEAP can be over expressed from the inducible 
MMTV expression in the commonly used industrial host, CHO cell lines, through 
coordinated expression of the glucocorticoid receptor from a second MMTV expression 
vector. In the present study, we took the advantage of the dhfr selection marker, that 
we have constructed into the second expression vector and co-amplified the gr gene 
copy number through the dhfr gene amplification with methotrexate. These experiments 
demonstrate the feasibility of increasing heterologous protein expression levels by 
amplifying gr gene copy number. We have also seen in the present study that under 
controlled pH and DO with nutrient supplementation in bioreactors the specific 
productivity can- be improved by 1.5 times as compared to spinner cultures. Further 
improvements in production titers could be achieved by selectively removing the dying 
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cells, before they release their proteases through perfusion devices like inclined settlers 
(Batt et al 1990 and Searles et al 1994 ). 
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Figure 1. Induction of SEAP Production 
by Dexamethasone in MgMap 2-6 Cells 
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Figure 2. Expression of Glucocorticoid Receptor 
in MgMap 2-6 Cells 
A. RT-PCR analysis for Intracellular GR mRNA 
B. Intracellular GR Protein analysis by Western Blots 
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Effect of Surface Properties of Proteins 
on the Growth Rate of Subtilisin Crystals 
Xiaojing Pan and Charles E. Glatz 
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ABSTRACT 
The effect of surface properties of proteins on the growth rate of subtilisin crystals was 
investigated. Three subtilisin BL mutants, Properase™, Purafect™ and Ggm222s™, were used 
to display the changes of surface properties of proteins. The orthorhombic crystal form of subtil-
isin BL was retained. However, the three mutants exhibited variations in growth rates of the 
different crystal faces, resulting in a pronounced variation in crystal morphology. 
A computer analysis of crystal structure was conducted to explore the reason for changes in 
the growth rate of subtilisin crystals. Three unique contact patches were located for each protein 
molecule. The average hydrophobicity, solvent accessible surface area (ASA) and the number of 
hydrogen bonds were calculated to quantify surface properties of proteins. A comparison of 
surface properties of proteins showed the change of morphology could not be explained solely by 
the currently quantified surface properties. Energetic calculations using the full structural details 
of proteins are considered. 
INTRODUCTION 
Protein crystals are critical for determining 3-D protein structures by X-ray diffraction. 
Currently, good-quality crystals are mainly obtained by trial-and-error screening experiments. 
We have no general principle to guide us to optimize protein crystallization, and the underlyin&, 
mechanisms are still unclear. 
Studying the relationship between the crystallization and the crystal packing is a useful way 
to understanding the mechanism of protein crystallization. Only a few studies have tried to 
improve protein crystallization by the analysis of packing contacts in protein crystals. McElroy 
and coworkers (1992) investigated the crystallization of twelve human thymidylate synthase 
(TS) mutants. The results showed that a single amino acid mutation on the surface could greatly 
change the solubility of TS. Some mutants introduced more favorable crystal contacts and 
changed their space groups. Mittl et al. (1994) analyzed the packing contacts in crystals of 
glutathione reductase. They analyzed the X-ray structure of glutathione reductase and found an 
additional possible contact position where two molecules were very close but no contact formed 
due to the short side chains of residues. Therefore they genetically engineered two larger side 
chains at the surface to bridge the gap. The mutation obtained had no effect on the solubility, 
crystal stability and crystalline order, but shortened not only the time for the start of crystallizat-
ion by a factor of 40 but also the time for crystals growing to 70% of their maximum size. Ob-
viously, both the nucleation and growth processes were accelerated. Based on the analysis of 
crystal structure, Heinz and Matthews (1994) introduced cross-linking between two T4lysozyme 
molecules by two disulfide bridges. It brought about a rapid crystallization of the protein. Gal-
lagher and coworkers ( 1998) investigated how ionic strength affected the growth rate of different 
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crystal faces by an analysis of molecular contact. By analyzing the crystal contacts, they found 
one of the crystal contacts involved an interaction between two ionized carboxylic acid groups. 
Ionic strength affected the ease of forming that contact such that, as evidenced by altered crystal 
morphology, the relative face growth rates changed. 
Water in a protein solution is usually classified into three types: the buried water within the 
protein molecules, the bound water surrounding and strongly interacting with the protein 
molecules and the bulk water (Gerstein and Levitt, 1998). The bound water forms a hydration 
shell around the protein molecule. When protein molecules aggregate, their hydration shells will 
merge releasing the bound water to the bulk. Therefore, we hypothesize that hydration may play 
an important role in protein crystallization. The hydration of a protein can be changed by many 
means, including changing surface properties of protein by point mutation, changing solvent 
conditions and changing the system pressure. Effects of salts on protein crystallization has been 
reported previously (Pan and Glatz, 1999). In this paper, only the changes in surface properties 
are considered. Crystallization experiments revealed that the solubility and the growth rate of 
crystals varied with different mutants. We analyze the crystal contacts in three mutants and 
quantify the surface properties of contacts by accessible surface area and hydrophobicity. 
Beyond this, we correlate the crystal contacts and the crystal growth. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
Properase ™, Purafect ™ and Ggm222s ™ subtilisin stored as stabilized formulations were 
provided by Genencor International. They are three mutants derived from wild type Bacillus 
lentus subtilisin. The stabilizer and formulation chemicals in protein stock solution were re-
moved by diafiltration with lOmM of pH 5.5 sodium acetate buffer. lOK OMEGA low protein-
binding polyethersulpone membranes purchased from Pall Filtron were used for diafiltration. 
All of the protein was twice crystallized before use. 
Sodium chloride and sodium acetate were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Cellulose 
acetate filters of 0.22 J..liil purchased from Costar were used to remove small particles in protein 
solutions and salt solution before crystallization. 
Measurement of solubility 
The measurement of solubility was accelerated by seeding techniques. NaCl solution (50 
f..LL, 5M) and 450 J..LL of 50 mg/mL Properase™ solution (for Purafect™ and Ggm222s™, the 
protein concentration was 40 mg/mL) were mixed in a 0.5-ml microcentrifuge tube to produce 
crystal seeds. Both solutions were prepared with 10 mM sodium acetate buffer of pH 5.5 and 
filtered through 0.22-J..liil syringe filters. After three days agitation, the supernatant and crystals 
were separated by centrifugation. The supernatant was decanted and the crystals were kept as 
seeds. Then 50 f..LL of 5M NaCl solution, 250 f..LL protein solution and 200 f..LL buffer were added 
to the seed tube and allowed to crystallize for 2 weeks. After that, the concentration of super-
natant was measured every week up to the point at which the value did not decrease. The final 
value was considered as the protein solubility. The protein concentration was measured by 
activity assay (Becker, 1995). 
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Single crystal growth study 
A schematic diagram of the experimental procedure is given by Figure 1. The procedure 
is the same as that we used previously (Pan and Glatz, 1999). All of experiments were conduc-
ted at room temperature and atmosphere pressure. After the diafiltration of protein stock solut-
ion, 1 mL of 5M NaCl solution was mixed with 9 mL protein solution to initiate crystallization. 
Portions of 3 mL of the supersaturated protein solutions were placed in a Falcon plastic petri dish 
with a lid. The lid was sealed by PTFE thread seal tape and put under a Nikon microscope 
(Optiphot-2, Fryer Company) for the whole experiment. The lengths and widths of crystal were 
measured by an image analysis system (Image-Pro Plus 4.0, Media Cybernetics) connected to the 
microscope. The rest of the supersaturated solution was divided into 1-mL samples for deter-
mining the concentration profile. The supernatant and crystals in each sample were separated by 
centrifugation. The supernatant was subjected to activity assay. 
Structure analysis 
The atomic coordinates of three subtilisin mutants were obtained from Genencor Inter-
national. Crystal contacts were determined using the CONTACT program in the CCP4 suite 
(CCP4, 1979). In the calculation, all of the water molecules and hydrogen atoms were excluded. 
The residues in contact with the neighboring molecules were identified by searching among local 
symmetry mates Tor atom-atom distances under 4.5 A. Those identified residues were grouped 
into several contact patches according to the corresponding symmetry mates they contacted. 
The hydrophobicity of a contact patch was calculated as the average hydrophobicity of the 
residues in the patch. Hydrophobicity values for individual residues were those determined by 
Young et al. (1994), based on the average pairwise contact energies calculated by Miyazawa and 
Jernigan ( 1985). The solvent accessible surface area (ASA) was calculated with the analytical 
surface computation routine ASC (Eisenhaber and Argos, 1993; Eisenhaber et al., 1995) which 
was based on the concept of ASA proposed by Lee and Richard (1971). The probe (water) 
radius was set to 1.4 A. The loss of ASA (MSA) when going from a monomeric to a dimeric 
state was calculated according to the following equation: 
MSA = 2 * ASAmanamer - ASJ\im•r 
2 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Effects of amino acid mutations on the solubility of subtilisin 
(l) 
Figure 2 shows the solubility of three subtilisin mutants in 0.5M NaCl solutions. The 
solubility of Properase TM subtilisin is far larger than those of the other two mutants, while the 
solubilities of Purafect TM and Ggm222s TM subtilsin are close. Purafect TM and Ggm222s TM have 
only a single different residue in their amino acid sequence (Asn74~Asp74), while PurafectTM 
and ProperaseTM have three different residues (Ser85~Asn85, Ser99~Gly99 and Val102~ 
Asnl02). The results show point mutations change the protein solubility. 
2. Growth kinetics of three subtilisin mutants 
A commo_n kinetic equation for crystal growth is 
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(2) 
where G is the growth rate; Lis the length of crystal; (c- s) represents the supersaturation which 
is the difference between the solution concentration, c, and the solubility, s; kc is the growth rate 
constant and b is the growth power. Crystal growth experiments were performed to obtain dUdt 
and c. Figures 3 and 4 show the crystal growth curves of three subtilisin mutants and the corres-
ponding concentration profiles during crystallization. By microscopy, it was observed that the 
nucleation process occurred in a short time and the UD ratio of crystals stayed stable for the 
whole crystallization, where D is the equivalent diameter of the cross section. Therefore, the 
same assumption made in our previous paper (Pan and Glatz, 1999) was still used: The crystals 
started to grow when crystallization commenced. As we observed previously, there was no sig-
nificant growth dispersion in the growth process. The relative standard deviation in crystal 
length at a given time was less than 5%, so the average length of 8-10 crystals is reported in 
Figure 3. With time, both the protein concentration and the growth rate dUdt decreased, which 
means the crystallization process was approaching equilibrium. 
By microscopy, it was also noted that the crystal morphologies of three subtilisin mutants 
were different (Figure 5). Although these crystals have similar cross-sections, their UD ratios 
changed. Properase™ subtilisin has the lowest UD ratio, 3.1 ± 0.3 (95% confidence) while 
Purafect™ and Ggm222s™ have similar UD ratios(- 13). The change in the morphology of 
crystals means that mutations in the amino acid sequence affected the relative growth rates of 
different crystal faces. 
Since the three mutants have different crystal shapes, a modified growth rate expression was 
defined to compare the crystallization kinetics of the three mutants: 
G'=_l_dL 
LID dt 
(3) 
· where G' represents the volume change rate of a crystal per unit crystal surface. The curves of 
G' vs. the dimensionless supersaturation in various protein systems are plotted on a log-log scale 
in Figure 6, where dUdt and care calculated by the Chebyshev polynomial curve fitting of the 
data in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The results in Figure 6 show the growth rate decreases 
with decreasing supersaturation, while the supersatuation required for the same growth rate in-
creased with the order ofProperase™, Purafect™ and Ggm222s™. 
3. Crystal contacts 
The crystal forms of the three mutants are all orthorhombic. Each protein molecule contacts 
six other molecules within 4.5 A. There are only three unique protein-protein contacts, all of 
which involve screw symmetry operation. The three contacts are labeled as A, B and C, 
respectively, according to the relationship between their packing directions and the three axes of 
the unit cell. The packing diagram is shown in Figure 7 a: A is the a-directed screw contact that 
results in the zig-zag extended chain in the a direction, B is the b-directed screw contact and C is 
the c-directed screw contact. The crystal orientation is labeled with the reference frame in Figure 
7b according to the comparison with the experiment conducted by Gallagher 'et al. (1998). The 
length of crystal corresponds to the b direction. The residue compositions of those contacts are 
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listed in Table 1. For each contact, the two patches contacting each other are listed separately. 
From Table 1, it is noted that there are more residues involved in the contact patches of Proper-
ase™ subtilisin. This may correlate with the fact that Properase™ subtilisin has the fastest 
growth rate. Asn85 in Properase ™ subtilisin may be responsible to the faster growth in the b 
direction. 
4. Quantitative comparison of surface properties of protein 
There are many ways to quantify the surface properties of protein. Here, only accessible 
surface area and hydrophobicity are considered. The MSAs and average hydrophobicities of 
contacts are listed in Table 2. Contact B in Properase subtilisin has the largest MSA, which 
correlates with the fact that Properase™ has a faster growth rate. The "total" in Table 2 was 
calculated as the loss of ASA when one molecule contacts other six molecules simultaneously. 
The rank of the total MSA is Properase™ > Purafect™ > Ggm222s™, which is consistent with 
the order of the growth rate of three mutants. Therefore, the large MSA may be responsible for 
the fast growth. 
For each contact, the average hydrophobicities of two patches contacting each other were 
calculated separately. The contact patches in Properase™ subtilsin have lower hydrophobilities, 
which means the low hydrophobicity in the contact patch may be helpful to increase the growth 
rate. Compared to covalent forces and those forces holding the secondary and tertiary protein 
structures, the forces involved in crystal contacts are very small. Therefore, a small change in 
crystal contacts may result in a big change in the macroscopic crystallization behavior. Our fut-
ure work will be the further comparison of crystal contact by using the calculation of interaction 
free energy and studying the atom-atom contacts as well as other surface properties. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Point mutations in subtilisin changed the solubility, morphology and the growth rate of subtilisin 
in the macroscopic crystallization process, while directly changing the local surface properties of 
the protein. The quantitative calculation of surface properties of the protein shows that the large 
loss of accessible surface area during the protein association and the low hydrophobicity of the 
contact patch may be responsible to the fast growth of protein crystals. 
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of single crystal growth experiment 
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Figure 2: The solubility of three subtilisin mutants in 0.5M NaCI, 10mM NaOAc 
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Figure 5: Pictures of three mutants in 0.5M NaCl solutions. 
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Figure 6: The plot of growth rate G' vs. supersaturation (c- s)/s, where G' is 
a modified growth rate G' = - 1- dL , s is the subtilisin solubility. The 
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curves were calculated from the curve fit for the crystal lengths and 
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Figure7a: Packing diagram of subtilisin crystals. A, B and C represent the 
three contacts while a, b and c are the axes of unit cell. 
Figure 7b: Diagram of crystal labeled with the reference frame. a, b and c are 
the same as those in Figure 7a . 
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Table 2: Residue compositions in the contact patches of three subtilisin mutants. (Residues in 
bold are those which are different with other mutants) 
Contacts Properase IM Purafect1M G_g_m222STM 
A Pro51, Gly52, SerlOl, Pro51, Gly52, SerlOl, Pro51, Gly52, SerlOl, 
(a- Ser103, Gln107 Ser103, Gln107 Ser103, Gln107 
directed) Gly25, Lys27, Glu87, Gly25, Lys27, Glu87, Gly25, Lys27, Gly116, 
Gly116, Hisi18, Ser142 Gly116, Hisii8, Ser142 Hisii8, Ser142,Arg143 
Argi43, Glyi44 Argi43, Glyi44 Glyi44 
B ArglO, Glni2, Glni76, ArglO, Glni2, Glni76, ArglO, Gln12, Glni76, 
(b- Asn177, Asn178, Asn177, Asni78, Asni77, Asni78, 
directed) Asn179, Thr249, Asni79, Thr249, Asni79, Thr249, 
Ser250, Leu251, Ser250, Leu251, Ser250, Leu25I, 
Gly252, Tyr257 Gly252, Tyr257 Gly252, Tyr257 
Thr37, Pro39, Asn42, Thr37, Pro39, Asn42, Thr37, Pro39, Asn42, 
Leu73, Asn74, Asn75, Leu73, Asn74, Asn75, Leu73, Asp74, Asn75, 
Ser76, lle77, Asn85 Ser76, lle77 Ser76, lle77 
c Ser128, Proi29, Ser128, Proi29, Seri28, Pro129, 
(c- Ser130, Alai3I, Ser130, Ala131, Ser130, Alai31, 
directed) Glul34, Gln135, Glu134, Tyri61, Glu134, Glnl35, 
Tyr161, Argl64, Argi64, Tyri65 Tyri6I, Arg164, 
Tyr165 Tyri65 
Alai, Asn198, Alai, Gln200, Alai, Asn198, 
Gln200, Gly205, Gly205, Thr207, Gln200, Gly205, 
Thr207, Tyr208, Tyr208, Ala209, Thr207, Tyr208, 
Ala209, Ser210 Ser210 Ala209, Ser210 
T bl 2 C a e f rf fhf bT. ompanson o su ace properties o t ee su t1 Ism mutants 
Contacts Properase 1M Purafect1 M Ggm222s 1M 
,..-.._ B (b-directed) 384.5 364.3 368.0 ILl 
"3 
<] A (a-directed) 350.4 331.6 353.7 
(/) 0 
< E C ( c-directed) 299.8 3I5.6 275.7 <I ~ c. 
N 
total 2069.4 2023.0 I994.8 oc:( 
'-" 
0 B (b-directed) 2.40 2.64 2.40 2.73 2.40 2.72 
o..C:: 
01)0..>. A (a-directed) 2.42 2.43 2.47 2.5I 2.42 2.43 CIS e _. ~ "'0 ·n ::> >. .... C ( c-directed) 2.I4 2.I8 2.I4 2.I8 2.I4 2.22 <:I:""? 
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ABSTRACT 
Glycol-based aircraft deicing fluids and antifreeze formulations commonly have methyl 
benzotriazole (MBz) as corrosion inhibitor. As a result of deicing activities, a significant amount 
of these solutions end up in soil and groundwater systems. The environmental impacts of their 
components vary from the extremely high biological oxygen demand of the glycol to the toxicity 
that MBz offers to bacteria, aquatic organisms, and plants. We have investigated the possibility 
of using vegetation as a remedial action for these solutions. In the case of the corrosion inhibitor 
we have found that at levels below the toxic threshold (about 100 mg/L was found for several 
plant species) it can be degraded by plant enzymatic action. Hydroponic studies with sunflowers 
(Helianthus annuus) were designed to determine the rate of phytodegradation of MBz, the 
possible location in the plant where it might take place, and the kinetic parameters of the 
enzymatic reaction assuming a Michaelis-Menten model. The effect of some amendments like 
potassium oxalate and Hoagland's micronutrients were studied, in an effort to elucidate the 
specific enzyme responsible for the MBz degradation and its possible mechanism of action. 
INTRODUCTION 
Benzotriazoles are highly stable compounds which gives them great utility in many 
applications, but which leads to undesirable persistence in the environment. Methyl 
benzotriazole (MBz), usually a mixture of isomers known collectively as tolyltriazole, is added 
to glycol-based aircraft deicing fluids (ADFs) to reduce the flammability hazard created from the 
corrosion reaction that occurs when glycol solutions come into contact with metal components 
carrying direct current. The MBz is a weak organic acid (pKa = 8.8) that complexes strongly 
with some metals (Cornell et al., 2000). It does not readily oxidize or hydrolyze, and is not photo 
reactive (USEPA, 1977). Furthermore, there is no evidence of biodegradation of benzotriazoles 
by bacteria (Rollinson and Callely 1986). Because of their appreciable water solubility, they can 
migrate to ground water. 
Even though the biodegradation of propylene glycol (PG) in ADFs has been extensively 
studied, most researchers have not considered the toxicity to soil bacteria of the corrosion 
inhibitor tolyltriazole as an interfering factor. Pillard et al. (1995) and more recently Cornell et al. 
(2000) have stressed that the tolyltriazole significantly reduces cell growth rates and yields for 
the PG soil biodegradation and indicated that the tolyltriazole is the most toxic component of the 
ADF mixture. If the ADF runoff contamination is to be remediated by land treatment, it is 
evident that the concentration of MBz might build up in the soil or a significant amount might 
leach to groundwater or both, depending on precipitation, soil physical properties (i.e., cation 
exchange capacity), and soil organic matter content. Unless MBz can be documented to be 
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degradable or environmentally benign, its disposal is a problem requiring attention (Cancilla et 
al., 1998). 
We have investigated the fate of MBz in plant-based remediation for use in-situ at airports 
(Castro et al., 2000a,b ). In previous studies we have reported that triazole degradation may be 
achieved by the metabolic action of the enzyme lignin peroxidase (Wu et al., 1998). However, 
the fungal culture conditions under which lignin peroxidase is produced are fairly specific (Aust, 
1997). These characteristics make it difficult to develop a feasible on-site treatment with the 
fungus. 
Higher plants strengthen their cell walls by lignification, the polymerization of methoxylated 
aromatic alcohols probably with laccase and lignin peroxidases as the catalysts (Buchanan et al., 
2000). This suggests that benzotriazole may be reactive in plants where lignin is being 
synthesized. 
Little is known about the mode of toxicity of benzotriazoles in plants. They have some 
similarity to natural plant growth regulators such as auxin and cytokinin (Klingensmith 1961, 
USEPA, 1977). They are also effective metal chelators, which is the basis of their anticorrosion 
properties. Damage to the root system seems to be the main effect that we observed (Castro et 
al., 2000a,b ), suggesting interference with root lignification or nutrient uptake. 
In this paper we present an experimental study performed using hydroponic culture of 
sunflowers (Helianthus annuus), to determine the kinetics of the observed MBz disappearance, 
which might be attributed to the plant lignification process and, in a general sense, might be seen 
as phytodegradation. As a substrate for peroxidase expression by the plants, potassium oxalate 
was added to the system to evaluate its effect on the rate of MBz disappearance. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ten-day-old sunflower seedlings were placed in brown glass bottles containing 500 mL of 1 
fold strength Hoagland's nutrient solution. The plants were held by an open cell polyurethane 
foam assuring that only the roots were in contact with the water phase. The water level was 
maintained constant by adding fresh water every other day. The 22 plants were kept under a 
12:12 hour light: dark cycle for a period of 25 days after which their fresh weight was obtained. 
The plants were then treated individually. The solution in the bottles was replaced with a solution 
of MBz at two concentration levels (low, 50 and high, 100 mg I L) and potassium oxalate 
(K2C20 4.1H20) at four levels (0.1, 0.3, 1.0, and 3.0 mM) in 1 fold strength Hoagland's nutrients 
excluding the calcium component Ca(N03)2. The calcium was excluded because calcium and 
oxalate ions precipitate when placed in contact. It was assumed that the absence of calcium 
could be tolerated for the 7 -day experiment period. The volume of the solutions was chosen 
according to the fresh weight of the plants in order to approximately keep a constant ratio of root 
weight to aqueous phase volume, assuming that the root biomass was proportional to the total 
plant weight. Thus, the plants were divided into two groups: 10 small plants with fresh weights 
in between 12 and 18 g with a solution volume of 300 mL (total biomass to aqueous phase ratio: 
0.04 to 0.06 g I mL) and 10 large plants with fresh weight in between 20 and 28 g with a solution 
volume of 500 mL (total biomass to aqueous phase ratio: 0.04 to 0.056 g I mL). Two extreme 
plants, with fresh weights of 10 and 32 g were used as control plants with no MBz treatment but 
with a solution of 3.0 mM potassium oxalate. The amount of water required to maintain the 
volume was recorded every day. Samples of 1 mL were taken every other day in order to follow 
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the MBz concentration decrease by HPLC analysis. Detection at 275 nm was used with liquid 
chromatography on a Hamilton PRP-1 Column, with methanol (50-70%) +water as eluent at a 
flow rate of 1.0 rnUmin. The first sample was taken after 14 hours assuming that this time was 
long enough for passive MBz sorption to the roots. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The concentration of MBz was converted to amount assuming the volume was maintained 
approximately constant. The data reported as amount of MBz allows for comparison between the 
large and the small plants after dividing this amount by the initial fresh weight of the plant, to 
correct for the differences in the amount of reaction sites. The normalized value for the MBz 
amount is symbolized as A and the measured concentration as C, so the mathematical expression 
would be: 
A= C *Solution Volume = C *a with a being the conversion factor. 
Fresh Weight 
A sample plot of these amounts vs. time for the small plants with low initial MBz 
concentration (50mg/L) is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Remaining amount of MBz for small-plant experiments 
(Initial MBz concentration= 50 mg/L) 
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There was not a clear effect of the oxalate amendment. In general it was observed that a 
concentration as high as 3.0 mM of potassium oxalate did not increase the amount of MBz 
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degraded; in most cases the final amount of MBz was almost the same as in the non-amended 
plant. The plants treated with high MBz concentration (100 mg/L) and high oxalate (3.0 mM) 
suffered stress and activity was reduced dramatically. A low amendment with potassium oxalate 
was somehow helpful, since in most of the cases the 0.1 mM-oxalate amendment showed a 
greater degradation, although the lack of replicates did not allow elucidating a conclusive 
evidence of the benefits of this amendment. 
From these experiments and other published (Castro et al., 2000a,b) and unpublished 
observations, it is our understanding that the reduction in the MBz concentration of the solution 
around the roots might be due to sorption, uptake with water, and chemical "binding" of the MBz 
possibly as a result of the enzymatic activity during the natural plant-lignification process. Once 
the substrate (MBz) is in contact with tfie·reactive site, it gets incorporated into the lignin 
fraction. However, at high concentration of MBz the process is somehow inhibited. A "control" 
case in which MBz was added to a solution of plant root exudates showed no change (decrease) 
in the concentration, indicating that the MBz disappearance requires the presence of an active 
plant and that it does not occur outside of the roots (reactive sites). Furthermore, the reaction still 
occurs even when the evapo-transpiration of water is impeded for instance, by covering the plant 
with a polyethylene plastic bag, which allows for small nonpolar gas (C02, 0 2) diffusion but not 
for water diffusion. The reactive sites appear to be inside the roots where the lignification 
process takes place. 
When the plant takes up the MBz, it does not pass beyond the root system. Analysis of 
extracts of the different parts of the plants, i.e., roots, stem, and leaves, demonstrated that the 
MBz is covalently bonded and is not recoverable by solvent extraction, even when strong 
solvents as methanol, acetone, or ethanol are employed at high temperature ( -80°C) and/or long 
residence times for extraction are allowed (24h). 
With the data acquired in this experiment, one can account for the processes that occur in the 
plant for MBz disappearance and analyze the data to obtain the "apparent" reaction kinetics. In 
order to do that, it is necessary to evaluate the reaction rate, dC/dt. From the data of 
concentration (or normalized MBz amount) as a function of time, one can obtain the derivative 
numerically by using appropriate formulas (Fogler H. S., 1999; Castro S., 2001). 
Kinetics of the MBz "Phytodegradation" 
Given that the experiment was carried out at constant temperature and assuming that the 
disappearance of the MBz occurred irreversibly, one approach to get an idea of the order of the 
reaction would be to express it as the simple scheme: 
MBz --7 product so that - r = kCn 
where k is the specific reaction rate and n is the reaction order. This expression can be written as: 
- dA = ! en and, after taking the natural logarithm: In(- dA J = In!+ n InC 
dt a dt a 
Hence, the slope of a plot of the logarithm of the negative of the reaction rate as a function 
of the logarithm of the concentration would give the reaction order if this correlation were linear. 
This method is known as the differential method to determine reaction order. Looking at the data 
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plant by plant, we did not find an obvious linear behavior, especially with the plants with high 
oxalate amendment. The values for most of the plants were in the same region. This led us to 
think that the data could be actually combined, taking into account that some data points 
(outliers) could disturb the results. Therefore, the data for each sub-group (small plants and low 
or high MBz, large plants and low or high MBz) were combined and a linear regression was 
made; the outliers were rejected following the decision test based on the relative residuals: 
* 
If Yi - !i > 2 * s then Yi is an outlier and has to be rejected. 
Yi 
Here, Yi is the measured value of ln(-dA/dt), Yi* is the value calculated by the linear 
regression and sis the standard deviation defined as: 
The degrees of freedom are n - 2 because the slope and the intercept had to be estimated in 
order to obtain y/. 
The negative values of the rate (-dA/dt) (last values for some plants) were rejected as they 
probably reflected an additional factor affecting the state of the plant (i.e., fungal infection, high 
oxalate stress) not related to the MBz-plant interaction. The analysis was done for four 
subgroups of plants and all combined. The results are shown in Table 1 and a sample plot for the 
small plants with low initial MBz concentration is depicted in Figure 2. 
Table 1: Summary of linear regression results after combining the data 
Number Standard Number Linear regression with 
Group of deviation of outliers selected data 
original 
original data rejected Slope (n) Rz points 
Small -low MBz 28 0.0930 2 0.3886 0.6229 
Small - high MBz 30 0.0786 1 0.2175 0.1743 
Large -low MBz 28 0.0759 1 0.5002 0.4306 
Large - high MBz 30 0.1027 2 0.2639 0.191 
All combined 116 0.1080 4 0.3399 0.2963 
The values in Table 1 clearly show that the reaction takes place at an order between 0 and 1 
for the range of concentrations tested. Low initial MBz concentrations showed a higher order 
than high initial MBz concentrations. These results indicate the possibility of fitting a more 
appropriate model for enzyme-catalyzed reactions: the Michaelis-Menten model. 
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Figure 2: Combined data In ( -dA/dt) vs. In( C) for small-plants; linear regression 
after outlier rejection. (Initial MBz concentration = 50 mg/L) 
Michaelis-Menten model says that at a fixed concentration of enzyme, the rate of enzymatic 
catalysis varies with the substrate concentration following the equation: 
_dA=a*V * C =V' * C 
dt max C+KM max C+KM 
where: V' max = a * v max and K M are the parameters of the model. 
The validity of the Michaelis-Menten model in this case requires the following assumptions: 
(a) enzyme (peroxidase or laccase) concentration is the same for plants with similar weights; (b) 
change in the plant weight for the duration of experiment ( 10 days) is negligible; then, enzyme 
concentration remains constant; (c) MBz is transformed within the roots; and (d) environmental 
conditions (pH, temperature, ionic strength) were the same for all plants. 
Least -Sguares Approximation 
The assumptions underlying the least squares approach to data-fitting in general are given 
elsewhere (Cornish-Bowden, 1979). The curve fitting can be performed using the program 
"SOLVER" of Microsoft Excel, which uses the method of steepest descents to locate the 
parameters of the model equation maximizing the value for the correlation index (R2), i.e., 
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minimizing the residual square error (Orvis, W., 1996). This time the experimental data were 
combined for all the small plants, all the large plants or all plants together. The data for both low 
and high MBz initial concentration were combined because Michaelis-Menten model should 
represent the system within both ranges. The negative values for the rates ( -dNdt) were rejected 
and outliers were also identified; the decision test was based on the absolute values of the 
residuals to be able to identify outliers within the whole range (with relative residuals the values 
in the low-concentration range would be more ·likely to be rejected): 
If I Y; - y; * I > 2 * s then Yi is an outlier and has to be rejected, with s defined as: 
A sample plot for the results of all small plants combined is shown in Figure 3. Table 2 
summarizes the results for all the cases. 
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Figure 3: Michaelis-Menten model adjusted by least squares for the small plants 
The plots and the values for the correlation index indicate that the Michaelis-Menten model 
fits the data much better than the nth order kinetic model. However, the combination of all plants 
does not show a high correlation index because the values for the Krn for the large and small 
plants are not close to each other. It appears that the value of Krn is larger in large plants. 
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Table 2: Summary of Michaelis-Menten model adjustment by least squares 
Number Standard Number Parameters and correlation index 
of deviation of Group 
original original data outliers Km V'max (absolute R2 points 
residuals) rejected (mgMBz/L) (mgMBz/ gh) 
Small 58 0.00146 5 18.15 0.0087 0.763 plants 
Large 58 0.00106 4 62.84 0.0082 0.722 plants 
All 116 0.00169 7 21.73 0.0065 0.423 plants 
Direct Linear Plot 
Rearranging the Michaelis-Menten equation to show the dependence of the rate on Km 
(Cornish-Bowden, 1979): 
V' =(- dAJ+(- dAJKm 
max dt dt C 
This equation defines a straight line with slope ((-dA/dt)/C) and intercept (-dA/dt). For any 
non-duplicate pair of observations (Ci, ( -dA/dt)i) and (Cj. ( -dA/dt)j). there is a unique pair of 
values of V and Km in the Michaelis-Menten equation that satisfy both observations: 
c.-c. 
These values define the co-ordinates of the point of intersection. From experimental 
measurements, this intercept cannot be a single point due to experimental error. However, the 
median of the set of Kmi,j values will be the best estimate of Km and the median of the set of 
VmaxiJ values will correspond to the best-fit estimate of Vmax. The median is used because it is 
insensitive to extreme values. 
With our data grouped again for the small plants and large plants and all combined, we 
performed the analysis described. The data were rank ordered from the highest value for ( -dA/dt) 
to the lowest and then a middle point was located. The pair of observations (i,j) chosen to obtain 
Km and V max were the first point of the higher values and the first point for the lower values in 
the ranking to assure that one of the points came from the low concentration range and the other 
from the high concentration range. The results are summarized on Table 3. 
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Table 3: Values for the Michaelis-Menten parameters obtained by 
the direct linear plot 
Group Km V'max 
(mgMBz/L) (mg MBz/ g h) 
Small plants 13.07 0.00802 
Large plants 27.35 0.00522 
All plants 7.24 0.00427 
The results obtained by this method gave smaller values for the parameters compared to the 
ones by the least square approach. This was because in this case no outliers were rejected. The 
combination of the results from all plants was again unsuccessful. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Lignification is a natural process with a possible high potential for the immobilization of 
contaminants in soil systems. In this study, methyl benzotriazole at concentrations below the 
toxic threshold was sorbed and immobilized within sunflower plants. 
There was not an evident positive effect by adding potassium oxalate in terms of final MBz 
concentration and degradation rate; the oxalate might have a contrary effect at levels grater than 
1.0 mM and it might have a slight improvement in the plant incorporation of MBz, since oxalate 
could promote a higher expression of peroxidase, at low levels ( < 0.3 mM). 
In aqueous solutions, the apparent MBz concentration decrease gave a better fit to the 
Michaelis-Menten equation. The Michaelis-Menten parameters were estimated from two 
different methods. Km lies between 13 and 60 mg MBz I L, reflecting a relatively high affinity of 
the enzyme for the MBz. For the low concentrations at which the triazole is present in the ADF 
formulation (diluted for use it might be less than 100 mg/L) it is possible to think that 
phytoremediation could be an alternative to handle the ADF runoff and waste. ·~ 
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ABSTRACT 
The feasibility of applying expanded bed adsorption technology to recombinant protein 
recovery from extracts of transgenic plants was assessed. The extraction step results in a suspen-
sion of high solids content that is difficult to clarify. A portion of the solids can be removed eas-
ily and the aim was to operate the expanded bed in the presence of the recalcitrant particulates. 
~-Glucuronidase produced in transgenic canola seed was the model system. The impact of the 
solid content on the equilibrium ads~tion, hydrodynamic properties and the dynamic adsorp-
tion behavior of the STREAMLINE DEAE adsorbent was studied by analyzing equilibrium 
adsorption isotherms, bed expansion characteristics and rGUS breakthrough curves. rGUS elut-
ion strategy was optimized in the packed-bed column and then applied on the STREAMLINE™ 
25 column. To our best knowledge, this work is the first attempt to purify a recombinant protein 
from a plant source by expanded bed chromatography. 
Keywords: expanded bed adsorption, STREAMLINE™ OEAE, ion-exchange chromatography, 
transgenic canola, recombinant ~-glucuronidase, protein purification 
INTRODUCTION 
Expanded bed adsorption (EBA) has been introduced as an integrative technology for direct 
capture of protein from its unclarified source. An expanded bed is a stable fluidized bed in which 
very little back-mixing of the adsorbent particles occurs and the liquid flow pattern approximates 
plug flow. The voidage in the bed allows particulates present in the feedstock to pass through the 
column. This provides the possibility of incorporating clarification and initial purification into 
one direct capture step; hence EBA leads to shortened overall processing times and increased 
overall product yields. 
EBA technology was first reported in 1987 by Wells et al. (1987), and the commercial 
adsorption media used for this purpose has been produced by Amersham Pharmacia Biotech. Inc. 
(Piscataway, NJ) as the STREAMLINE™ series of adsorbents. Within the past decade, a signif-
icant number of EBA application reports have accumulated. The operating principle and proced-
ures, new features of this technology, its limitations and various application examples from lab-
scale to pilot plant production have been reviewed (Chase, 1994; Hjorth, 1997). 
However, the application of this novel technology on the plant materials has been little 
touched beyond Bertrand et al. (1998), who tried to purify lectins from snowdrop bulbs (Galan-
thus nivalis) with mannose-immobilized STREAMLINE™ DEAE resin in an expanded bed 
column. There is no published work on recombinant protein recovery by expanded bed adsorp-
tion from transgenic plant material, which is catching more and more attention recently as an 
economical alternative for large-scale production of recombinant proteins with industrial and 
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pharmaceutical values (Krebbers et al., 1992; Whitelam et al., 1993; Austin et al., 1994; Kusnadi 
et al., 1997. 
Aqueous extracts of plant material pose a challenging system for expanded bed operation 
because of 1) high solid content (up to 10-20%, w/v) and large particle size range (10-4-1 mm) 
of the plant solids in the extract; 2) chemical complexity of the extract including components 
such as lipid, starch, phenol, and pigments that may bind to proteins and/or resin; 3) potential for 
plant solids to physically deface the resin; 4) low recombinant protein expression level thus far 
requiring large volume loading; 5) scarcity of experience. 
In this study, we investigated the feasibility of applying this technology in the recovery of a 
recombinant protein from crude extracts. rGUS and canola were used as model protein and host 
plant, respectively. Their advantages had been summarized before (Bai and Nikolov, 2000). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Terminology 
DEAE was used to represent the STREAMLINE™ DEAE throughout the text except in the 
comparison study of STREAMLINE™ DEAE and regular DEAE resins and in the discussion of 
bed expansion behaviors of various adsorption media, in which STREAMLINE™ DEAE was 
used to distinguish it from the regular DEAE resin. All other types of resins mentioned in this 
paper, such as SP and rProtein A, are STREAMLINE™ series adsorbents. 
Canola seed processing and rGUS extraction 
Defatted transgenic canola flour was prepared as described before (Bai and Nikolov, 2000). 
Aqueous extract was obtained at 1:10 ratio of flour-to-liquid (50 mM NaPi, pH 7.5) with stirring 
by a magnetic stirring bar for 1 h at ambient temperature. Then the slurry was centrifuged either 
at 230 x g (Sorvall RC5B Plus, Du Pont, Wilmington, DE) for 5 min (mimicking the lowest 
clarification efficiency of a commercial scroll decanter) to get the "unclarified" extract or at 7400 
x g for 40 min to obtain the clarified extract. For application to the packed-bed column, the 
clarified supernatant was further filtered (Whatman filter paper No.4) and microfiltered (What-
man nylon membrane filters, 0.22 J.llll). 
Batch studies of the equilibrium adsorption characteristics and GUS uptake rate 
Various GUS solutions (234 to 18,726 U/ml) were prepared by spiking purified GUS (Type 
VII-A, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) into clarified transgenic canola extracts prepared as described 
above. Spent solid after solid-liquid clarification was rinsed three times with extraction buffer, 
air-dried, reground and suspended in the spiked GUS samples to give a 1.4% solid content to 
match the residual solid content after centrifugation at 230 x g for 5 min. DEAE resin (1 0 mg 
when weighed after vacuum filtration removal of liquid) was mixed with 1.0 ml spiked GUS 
solution containing 0 or 1.4% dry solids in an Eppendorf microcentrifuge tube. Controls, lacking 
the adsorbent, were prepared the same way. Samples and controls were then securely sealed, 
gently rotated on a shaker (Labquake, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) in the cold room (4°C) 
for 27 h. After solid-liquid separation, the GUS activity remained in the liquid phase of controls 
and samples were measured and used at initial and equilibrium concentration, respectively. Max-
imum GUS adsorption capacity Qm and the dissociation constant Kd were then calculated from 
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nonlinear regression of the Langmuir model to the experimental (q*, C*) data: 
*- QmC* 
q - C*+Kd (1) 
The GUS uptake rate by DEAE resin was measured by mixing 100 ml clarified canola 
extract with 1 g vacuum drained DEAE resin in a beaker stirred by magnetic stirring bar. Ali-
quots of 500 ~ were sampled at different time up to 8 h and centrifuged immediately to separate 
the liquid from the absorbent. The remaining GUS activity in the liquid phase was determined 
and used to estimate the effective internal mass diffusion coefficient (Deff) and film mass transfer 
coefficient (K1) as described by Horstmann and Chase ( 1989). 
rGUS adsorption on the packed bed chromatography 
1.8 ml DEAE (Sigma) or STREAMLINE™ DEAE resin was loaded in a HR 5/2 column 
(Amersham Pharmacia). The media bed was first equilibrated with 5 column volumes (CV) of 50 
mM NaPi buffer (pH 7.5), then loaded with 2 ml clarified canola extracts through a static sample 
loop, followed by 5 mlloop wash and 15 CV column wash with the same equilibrium buffer. 
The bound proteins were then eluted from the column by increasing the ionic strength of the 
elution buffer. In this study, the loading and washing conditions remained the same for different 
applications, while the elution process was optimized by either adjusting the pH and salt concen-
tration of the elution buffer, or by the choice of stepwise or linear gradient elution. In all these 
experiments, clarified extracts were used and the flow rate was kept as 1 ml/min. Throughout the 
purification process, UV-280 and conductivity were monitored on-line by AKTA ™ Explorer 
(Amersham Pharmacia) and 2-ml fractions were collected by a fraction collector and analyzed 
for rGUS activity and total protein. 
Bed expansion characteristics 
The bed expansion test was carried out in a STREAMLINE™ 25 column with 50 ml DEAE 
resin with a sedimented bed height of 10.2 em. Three feeds were examined. These were the NaPi 
buffer used for column equilibration, a clarified canola extract (centrifuged at 7400 x g for 40 
min) and an "unclarified" canola extract (crudely clarified by centrifuging at 230 x g for 5 min, 
1.4% solid content). From an earlier characterization of the extract solids (data not shown), we 
knew that some preclarification was necessary to avoid blocking of the inlet distributor as well as 
the support mesh (50 Jliil opening diameter for the STREAMLINE™ 25 column). The feed was 
introduced upwardly into column, and the flow rate was calibrated and increased discretely from 
0 to 22.5 mllmin, then decreased in steps back to zero. A 15-min interval was allowed for the bed 
to stabilize at each flow rate. Bed height was measured as a function of the feed flow rate. The 
terminal velocity and bed expansion factor can be calculated from the plot of In u vs. In e 
according to the Richardson-Zaki equation (Richardson and Zaki, 1954): 
(2) 
where the external porosity e of the expanded bed can be calculated from a simple mass balance 
on the solid phase (Mullick et al., 1999). 
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Frontal analysis of GUS purification on packed bed and expanded bed 
chromatography 
The dynamic adsorption of GUS in different feedstocks was tested in both packed and 
expanded bed to examine the bed operation mode and extract-solid effect on the adsorption effic-
iency. DEAE resin (50 ml) was put in the STREAMLINE™ 25 column, giving a sedimented bed 
height of 10.0 em. For the packed bed, 3000 ml clarified extract was fed (downflow) at a rate of 
8 ml/min while in the expanded bed, both with clarified and "unclarified" (1.4% solid content), 
upflow feed was introduced at a rate of 16 ml/min to maintain the same residence time as in the 
packed bed. Outlet fractions were collected every 200 ml and analyzed for rGUS activity. 
Assays 
rGUS activity (Jefferson et al., 1991) and total soluble protein (Bio-Rad Coomassie Plus 
Protein Assay) in the clarified aqueous extract were determined according to the cited standard 
protocols. All experiments were performed in duplicate. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Adsorption of rGUS on the DEAE and STREAMLINE™ DEAE resin in packed bed 
chromatography 
DEAE and STREAMLINE™ DEAE showed very similar adsorption and elution patterns 
for canola proteins (Figure 1), except for some weakly bound proteins which washed out from 
the DEAE resin, but required 15-20 mS/cm ionic strength to elute from STREAMLINE™ 
DEAE. This minor difference did not affect the purification of rGUS, which required a higher 
ionic strength (35-40 mS/cm) for elution at the nearly position for both resins. 
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Figure 1: Adso~ion and elution profiles of transgenic canola proteins on regular DEAE and 
STREAMLINE DEAE resin in packed bed mode. 
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Optimization of rGUS elution strategy in packed bed of STREAMLINE™ DEAE 
rGUS purification was optimized by trying different salt concentrations, pHs, elution modes 
and including reducing additives in the elution buffer, and the results were summarized in Table 
1. It is clear that neither increasing the final salt concentration, reducing the buffer pH, nor 
including reducing agent improved rGUS purification. Our preliminary studies showed that with 
gradient elution, rGUS activity appeared beyond 25 mS/cm when weakly bound proteins, which 
accounted for approximately 70% of total bound proteins, had already been eluted. Hence, alter-
natives of stepwise/gradient and two-step elution were tried. The alternatives were alike and both 
gave marked improvement in purity (purification fold was almost doubled). The simpler two-
step elution was selected for the remaining experiments. 
Table 1: Optimization of rGUS elution strategy on packed bed column 1 
Elution Volumej Proteinj rGUS Specific Purif. Yield0 
conditions2 (ml) (mg) Activltf Activity4 Facto~ (%) 
(U) (U/mg protein) 
Buffer A, 12 1.78 533 298 18 104 
gradient 0-1.0 
Buffer B, 16 2.41 667 277 15 111 
gradient 0-1.0 
Buffer C, 12 1.88 530 281 17 103 
gradient 0-1.0 
Buffer D, 16 2.5 640 256 14 110 
_gt"adient 0-1.0 
Buffer A, 10 1.04 608 585 29 109 
stepwise 0.35, 
gradient 0.35-1.0 
Buffer A, 8 1.03 577 560 31 112 
two stepwise, 
0.35,1.0 
12 m1 clarified extract was loaded on 1.8 ml STREAMLINE™ DEAE resin in an XK-16 column; 
total loaded protein and GUS activity were about 30 ± 5 mg and 600 ± 100 U, respectively. 
2Buffer A- 50 mM NaPi, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 7.5. 
Buffer B- 50 mM NaPi, 1.0 M NaCl, pH 7.5. 
Buffer C- 50 mM NaPi, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 6.5. 
Buffer D- 50 mM NaPi, 0.5 M NaCl, 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.5. 
3Fractions with rGUS activity above 10 U/ml were pooled together, with total volume, rGUS 
activity and proteins being calculated based on the measurement of each fraction. 
4Specific activity was calculated as the ratio of total GUS activity to total protein amount in the 
same fraction pool. 
5Purification factor is the ratio of specific activity of the purified fraction pool to that in the load-
ing sample. 
6Yield is the percentage of total rGUS activity recovered in the purified fraction pool to the total 
loaded activity. 
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Solid impact on the equilibrium adsorption characteristics 
The effect of canola solids on the equilibrium adsorption of rGUS to the DEAE resin was 
assessed by fitting the measured adsorption isotherms to the Langmuir isotherm model by non-
linear regression (data not shown). Qm. the maximum adsorption capacity, and Kd, the dissociat-
ion constant, in the presence and absence of solids are compared in Table 2. 
T bl 2 S r d f£ t rGUS a e o 1 e ec on Tb' d ti (Lan d 1) eqm 1 num a sorp1 on tgmurrmo e 
Solid (m_g/ml) Qm (mg/mlWR) Kd (m_gf_ml) 
0 3.6 0.014 
14 3.4 0.018 
In the presence of 14 mg solid/ml feedstock, Qm and Kd were changed only by -5% and 
+25%, respectively. Since there are significant number of negative reports on the cell/DEAE 
interaction which prevented STREAMLINE™ chromatography from working properly, canola 
could be a better host choice to produce acidic proteins. 
Bed expansion characteristics 
Fluidization studies were performed with 50 mM NaPi buffer (start buffer), and clarified and 
partially clarified (1.4% solid) transgenic canola extract. The variation in the degree of bed ex-
pansion as a function of superficial velocity for each feed is shown in Figure 2. It obeys the 
Richardson-Zaki equation (regression curves did not show) as summarized in Table 3. 
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Figure 2: Bed expansion characteristic of STREAMLINE ™ DEAE. 
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Table 3: Richardson-Zaki regression at various feedstocks 
Solid Fluidizing Solution Solution Terminal Richardson-
content 
solution density viscosity velocity (ut x Zaki factor (%) (g/ml) (cP) 103, rnls) (n) 
0 50mMNaPi 1.01 1 2.06 4.0 
0 clarified 1.02 
extract 
1.27 1.87 4.5 
1.4 "unclarified" 1.03 
extract 
1.53 1.67 4.9 
The increase of the viscosity and the density of the extract with or without particulates 
explains the higher bed expansion compared to the pure buffer. The trend that with the increase 
of the feedstock viscosity/density, n increased accordingly while the terminal velocity changed 
reversely is similar to that reported previously (Chang and Chase, 1996; Draeger and Chase, 
1991; Hjorth, 1995). The bed expansion level for STREAMLINE™ DEAE resin (n = 4.0) is 
considerably lower than with regular DEAE (n = 4.9) due to the increase of absorbent density by 
the inert core. Compared to other types of the commercially available STREAMLINE™ resins, 
the expansion level of DEAE is lower than SP (n = 4. 7, Chang and Chase, 1996), but greater than 
rProtein A (n = 3.4, Thommes et al., 1996). The terminal velocity of STREAMLINE™ DEAE 
(U, = 2.06 mm/s) is lower than both of SP and rProtein A resins (SP resin, U1 = 4.39 mm/s; 
rProtein A resin, U1 = 2.76 mm/s). There was no obvious indication of resin/resin or resin/partic-
ulate aggregation during these runs. 
Frontal analysis of the GUS breakthrough curve in both packed and expanded 
bed modes 
Figure 3a illustrates a much more selective adsorption of rGUS than other contaminants by 
DEAE, although the steepness of the breakthrough curve is far less than that of the BSA ad-
sorption curve on the same absorbent (Chang and Chase, 1994). Nevertheless, the less steep 
breakthrough curve did not necessarily indicate a weak adsorption of rGUS on the DEAE med-
ium. Conversely, our batch adsorption experiment revealed a strong binding of rGUS on DEAE 
(Kd < 10-8). Therefore, a batch-scale rGUS uptake rate test was carried out, from which the Deft 
and K1 of rGUS into DEAE resin could be calculated by the method used previously (Horstmann 
and Chase, 1989). The experiment showed a slow uptake of rGUS to the tested adsorbent. At 
least 8 his needed for the system to approach the equilibrium state, and less than 15% of the 
saturated capacity was achieved after 5-6 min mixing the residence time of rGUS in the 50-ml 
DEAE expanded bed. Both Deft (1.53 X 10-13 m2/s) and Kj (8.13 X 10-8 rnls) are at least one 
magnitude smaller than those ofBSA on Q Sepharose (Deft= 1 x 10-11 m2/s, K1= 7.7 x 10-6 rn/s, 
Chase and Draeger, 1992a) and hlgG on Protein A Sepharose (Deft= 3.2 x 10-12 m2/s, Kt= 2.5 x 
10-6 rn!s (Horstmann and Chase, 1989). 
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Figure 3: Effect of operation mode and solid presence on the GUS breakthrough behavior. 
The impact of particulates and operation mode on rGUS dynamic adsorption is illustrated in 
Figure 3b. Compared to packed bed, there is an earlier breakthrough in expanded bed whether 
loaded with particles or not. We attributed this to increased dispersion when the bed expansion 
increases from 2 to 3 upon switching from buffer to extract feed. The transience of the difference 
reflects the eventual restabilization under the new physical condition. The late poorer perfor-
mance with 1.4% solid is most likely due to the partial blockage of the bottom mesh seen by vis-
ual inspection at the run's condition rather than a solid-adsorbent interaction, since resin binding 
capacity was not greatly affected (Table 2). 
Initial purification of GUS from partially purified canola extract 
Figure 4 illustrates a complete rGUS purification profile from canola extract. A 750-ml 
portion of extract with 1.4% solid was loaded into a 50-ml DEAE bed, which was expanded two 
times. Most of the proteins were not negatively charged under the experimental conditions and 
eluted with the wash. The bound proteins were eluted from the column in two steps (35% and 
100% of elution buffer in starting buffer). A small loss of rGUS occurred in the first elution step 
that had not been observed at a lighter load (Figure 1). The majority of rGUS was concentrated 
in the second elution peak, in which peak activity is almost ten times higher than that of the first 
elution peak. Further analysis showed that approximately 95.3%, 2.7% and 2% of total proteins 
were distributed in the flowthrough/wash and first and second elution peak fraction pools, re-
spectively, while 14%, 14% and 72% rGUS activity were distributed in each corresponding frac-
tion pool. After one step direct capture of rGUS from the crude canola extract, about 72% rGUS 
was recovered with 34-fold higher purity. 
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Figure 4: rGUS purification from "unclarified" tran~enic canola extract (1.4% solid, w/v) using 
50 m1 STREAMLINE™ DEAE in STREAMLINET 25 column. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The incorporation of an inert quartz core in the STREAMLINETM DEAE resin slightly 
changed the elution behavior of some weak negatively-charged canola proteins which need a 
higher ionic strength (15-20 mS/cm) to be eluted, but strongly bound proteins like rGUS are not 
affected. More than 95% of the native proteins in canola did not bind to the DEAE resin, while 
the remaining 5% of the protein could be eluted into two pools corresponding to the ionic 
strength in the elution buffer either smaller or greater than 20 mS/cm. 
Batch study showed a strong binding of rGUS on STREAMLINE ™ DEAE (Kd < 10·8), and 
the equilibrium adsorption capacity of the resin is not much influenced by the presence of 14 mg 
solid every ml extract (-10% and +25% change of the Qm and Kd, respectively). However the 
large molecular weight of rGUS limits its diffusion into the resin (Deff = 1.53 x 10-13 m2/s, K1 = 
8.13 X 10-8 m/s). 
Bed expansion correlates to the physical property of the feedstock in that it increases with 
increasing feed viscosity and density. Frontal analysis revealed the flow pattern in the expanded 
bed with or without particles approximates plug flow. With STREAMLINETM adsorption, more 
than 72% rGUS could be captured in one step from 1.4% solid-containing canola extract, and the 
overall purification fold is 34. 
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ABSTRACT 
Pseudomonas put ida F 1 (PpF 1) is a bacterial strain that is capable of degrading toluene 
and phenol, two widespread environmental pollutants. It has been shown that PpF 1 
utilizes the same set of cytoplasmic enzymes to degrade both contaminants. However, 
growth on mixtures of the two contaminants results initially in toluene degradation, 
followed by phenol degradation only after nearly all of the toluene has been removed. 
Traditional competitive models do not predict this pattern, although our group has 
previously obtained a reasonable correlation with a non-specific interaction model. In 
addition, our group has also shown that the hydrophobicity of the cell membrane 
increases during degradation of toluene, which suggests that mass transfer of phenol into 
the cell may be inhibited. The objective of this work is to develop a model for the 
biodegradation of mixtures of phenol and toluene that involves an appropriate uptake 
mechanism. A preliminary analysis of a two-step model (uptake and reaction) has shown 
promising correlation with mixed contaminant data. We are currently developing a two-
dimensional electrophoretic method of analyzing membrane proteins to aid in the 
formulation of a model that describes the actual processes occurring within the cells. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pseudomonas putida F 1 (PpF 1) exhibits substrate inhibition when growing on mixtures 
of toluene and phenol. PpFl preferentially degrades toluene and will not begin phenol 
utilization until nearly all of the toluene has been removed. At first glance, this may 
seem to be a classic case of diauxic growth. However, PpFl utilizes the same enzyme set 
to degrade both substrates, and no lag in growth is observed prior to phenol utilization. 
Reardon et al. (2000) have attempted to model this phenomenon. Nearly every classic 
inhibition model was investigated, including competitive inhibition, uncompetitive 
inhibition, and noncompetitive inhibition (Reardon et al., 2000). Although many of these 
models sufficiently described cell growth and toluene utilization, phenol utilization was 
repeatedly overpredicted. In addition to these classic models, a sum kinetics with 
interaction parameters (SKIP) model was also developed. (Reardon et al., 2000) 
Although this model did sufficiently describe both substrate utilization curves for 
toluene/phenol mixtures, the parameters were determined by curve fitting to mixture data 
and offered no discemable physicochemical significance to the system. 
Therefore, in an attempt to more clearly understand the mechanism of inhibition, Reardon 
and Kim (submitted) monitored protein profile changes in PpFl during various points in 
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mixture utilization. Twenty-seven proteins were found to change depending upon the 
stage of substrate consumption (i.e. toluene degradation vs. phenol degradation) (Reardon 
and Kim, submitted). Although not presented in this work, Reardon and Kim later 
identified one of the proteins as an acyl carrier protein, which is involved in lipid 
biosynthesis. In light of this new discovery, the group then studied the changing 
phospholipid profiles in the cell membrane. They found a net increase in the 
hydrophobic character of the membrane during toluene utilization. At this point, it is 
suspected that this change in hydrophobic character may be impeding phenol uptake by 
the cell; however, that remains to be proven directly. Here, we test an appropriate model 
to determine whether or not it supports this hypothesis. 
MODELS 
Mixed Substrate Models 
Competitive inhibition arises when substrates compete for active sites on the same 
substrate. The proposed mechanism is: 
kl k2 
E +S1 <=:>ES1 ~E +P and k_l (1) 
where E is the enzyme, S1 is one of the substrates, P is the product of S1. and S2 is 
another substrate which competes with S1 for binding sites on the enzyme (Blanch and 
Clark, 1997). Either the reaction velocity or the specific growth rate can be determined 
for this mechanism; the reaction velocity form is: 
.Vmaxl ·SI v = -----":;;=.---''---~ 
S1 +KM1(1+S2 /KMJ 
(2) 
where V maxi is the maximum velocity for the reaction of S1 with E and KMi is the 
Michaelis constant for each substrate (Blanch and Clark, 1997). Equation (2) can be 
expanded to include the case where both S1 and S2 can react withE to form a product by 
assuming additive kinetics. In terms of growth, assuming additive kinetics, the final 
model for two-substrate systems becomes: 
-
__ J.L_m_a-'-x,I_·_S_I __ + f.l.max,2 • S 2 
J.L= 
Ks,I Ks,z 
Ks,I +S1 +--Sz Ks.z +Sz +--SI 
Ks.z Ks,I 
(3) 
where J.l.max is the maximum specific growth rate for the bacteria on each substrate, and 
Ks is the concentration of each substrate that results in half of the maximum spec,ific 
growth rate for that substrate. Other forms of inhibition exist in which inhibitor binds 
other mechanistic complexes. In uncompetitive inhibition, the inhibitor binds either to 
substrate or to enzyme-bound substrate; noncompetitive inhibition arises when inhibitor 
binds to either free enzyme or enzyme-bound substrate (Blanch and Clark, 1997). 
Although these models are not shown here, they resemble the form of the competitive 
model. 
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An additional model, which relies on substrate interactions instead of specifically relying 
on inhibition, is the sum kinetics with interaction parameters (SKIP) model. This model 
takes on the form: 
f1 = flmax,l • Sl + __ fl.....;m;;;.:ax::.;;.,2=-·-S-=2 __ 
Ks.I + Sl + 12,IS2 Ks,2 + S2 + II,2SI 
(4) 
where Iij describes the interaction of substrate i on the biodegradation of substrate j 
(Reardon et al., 2000). The interaction parameters are determined from mixture 
utilization data. 
Uptake and Cell Membrane Transport Models 
Two-step models have been developed which account for both substrate uptake and 
utilization within the cell. The model investigated in this work was proposed by Best 
(1955). This model assumes that no significant concentration gradients exist within the 
cytoplasm. Thus, the specific reaction rate is given by: 
(5) 
where Ve is the specific reaction rate, Si is the substrate concentration within the cell, V me 
is the maximum velocity constant expressed on a per cell basis, and K is the Michaelis 
constant (Best, 1955). The rate of uptake of substrate is assumed to take on a simple 
mass transfer form given by: 
v~ = fJ · (S- SJ (6) 
where ~ is the mass transfer constant specific to the particular cell type and S is the 
substrate concentration outside the cell (Best, 1955). Assuming that the rate of uptake is 
equal to the rate of reaction (i.e. v~ = vc ), Equation (6) can be equated to Ve and solved 
for Sj. The resulting expression for Si can be substituted into equation (5). Even though 
S may be changing with time, this substitution is still valid because the relationship 
between S and Si is assumed to be at quasi-steady state (Best, 1955). This substitution is 
done because of the extreme difficulty in obtaining reliable measurements of the internal 
substrate concentration (Best, 1955). The final expression for the reaction rate is given 
by: 
vmc(S-VIP) 
v = ---.,..:...-::..__ 
c (S-v;fp)+K 
(7) 
The parameters V me, K, and ~ can be determined by either graphical methods or non-
linear regression (Best, 1955). As described above, this expression can be converted to 
growth rate by substitution of Monod parameters, assuming that growth follows the same 
limitations as outlined in the model description. 
RESULTS 
The model chosen here to predict toluene/phenol mixture utilization by PpFl is 
the two-step model proposed by Best (1955) and outlined above. Additive kinetics was 
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assumed in order to obtain a model that describes utilization of both toluene and phenol, 
and the model was modified to denote growth kinetics. The final form of the model is: 
Jlmaxl(Sl- JLI/3) Jlmax2(S2- JLI/3 ) 
Jl = I f3r + I f3z (8) 
(Sr -1Pr)+Kr (Sz -1Pz)+Kz 
where subscript 1 denotes toluene and 2 denotes phenol. This model was chosen in order 
to more closely model differences in uptake rates of the two solutes. However, no term 
exists in the present form to describe changes that may occur due to increased 
hydrophobicity of the environment. It should be stated, however, that environmental 
influences in this case are expected to be significant, due to the observed physiological 
effect on cells during toluene degradation. Therefore, the following dependence on the 
phenol uptake parameter (~2) was assumed: 
{-St/ ) 
f3 = f3 e jSI.o (9) 2 2,max 
where ~2,max is the value of the phenol uptake parameter determined from phenol single 
substrate data, and S1,o is the initial toluene concentration. In this way, the mass transfer 
coefficient for phenol would approach the maximum value, observed during phenol 
single substrate experiments, as the toluene concentration in the environment decreased. 
The value of the toluene uptake parameter W1) was assumed to always be at the single 
substrate value. 
Model parameters (i.e. ~maxi. ~~. K1, ~max2. ~2, and K2) were initially determined from 
Lineweaver-Burk plots of the individual substrate terms, as suggested by Best (1955). 
The Lineweaver-Burk equation for this model is: 
;;: _ II +-K ._I_ 
Jl I Jlmax Jlmax (1 - _!!:_ )S 
s. f3 
At large substrate concentrations, Equation ( 1 0) takes on the form: 
1/ = II +K;I 
I Jl; I Jlmaxi I Jlmaxi · si 
(10) 
(11) 
where i denotes the substrate for which the parameters are being determined (Best, 1955). 
Similarly, at small substrate concentrations, Equation (10) takes the form: 
11 = 11 +(~+-1 J·_!_ (12) I Jl; I Jlmaxi Jlmaxi /3; si 
The parameters obtained from this analysis were then used to numerically solve Equation 
(8), along with the necessary differential equations outlined below: 
dS1 ___ 1 (dX) 
dt YX!Sl dt 
(13a) 
dS2 1 (dX) 
-=----
dt Yx!S2 dt 
(13b) 
and 
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dX 
-=fiX dt (13c) 
where X denotes the time-variant concentration of biomass. Simusolv® was used as the 
numerical integration software. In addition to solving this set of ODEs, Simusolv® also 
calculated optimal values of the model parameters by comparing single substrate data to 
the single substrate form of the model. A comparison of the parameters obtained from 
the Lineweaver-Burk analysis and those predicted by Simusolv® is presented in Table 1. 
Significant error was introduced when determining the parameters graphically by the 
Lineweaver-Burk method. This error arises due to the limited data used to plot Equations 
(11) and (12). Since only about five data were available for toluene and phenol 
degradation during growth, only two or three data points were available for either low 
substrate or high substrate calculations. Consequently, significant experimental error in 
any one datum has a profound effect on the resultant linear equation used to evaluate the 
model parameters. 
Table 1. Comparison ofSimusolv® and Lineweaver-Burk predicted model parameters. 
Parameter Simusolv® Lineweaver-Burk 
!lmaxl (hr'1) 0.446 0.791 
K1 (mg/L) 0.0569 1.324 
131 (hr'1) 6.65 0.102 
!lmax2 0.0891 0.0038 
Kz 15.1 17.55 
132 83.5 1.18 E-4 
Comparisons were performed between the competitive inhibition model and experimental 
data, as well as between experimental data and the two-step model proposed by Best. 
The same parameter values were used in each model, with the exception of the ~ 
parameter, which does not appear in the competitive inhibition model. The Engineering 
Equation Solver (EES; copyright 1992-2000, S.A. Klein and F.L. Alvarado) was used to 
solve the differential equations (13) and growth equation for each model, equations (3) 
and (8) for competitive inhibition and two-step kinetics, respectively. The results of 
these simulations are shown in Figures (1) and (2). 
Inspection of the competitive inhibition model prediction shows that this model does not 
adequately describe the utilization of either substrate, particularly after significant 
utilization of each substrate had occurred. In contrast, the two-step model prediction 
closely approximates the observed utilization of both substrates. The two-step model 
compensates for the underestimation of both phenol and toluene utilization by PpF 1 
evident in the competitive inhibition model prediction. 
CONCLUSION 
The two-step model proposed by Best compensated for underestimated toluene and 
phenol degradation observed in other models, and provided an adequate description of 
the trends observed in experimental data. This model incorporated not only a reaction 
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term, but also an uptake term dependent upon extracellular substrate concentrations. It 
can therefore be accorded that the failure of other models to adequately describe toluene-
phenol mixture degradation is due to the absence of uptake terms in those models. In 
addition, this finding provides evidence that phenol uptake processes may indeed be 
inhibited during mixed substrate utilization. Additional work remains to be done to 
provide physical evidence of such inhibition, by identifying changes in the membrane 
protein and lipid content of PpF 1 during degradation of toluene and phenol as individual 
substrates and in mixtures. Finally, work will also be done to incorporate these chemical 
changes into model parameters in order to better describe the true nature of the observed 
inhibition. 
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Modeling Blood Using Shear-thinning Fluids 
for the Optimization of Blood Oxygenators 
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Fort Collins, Colorado 
Blood oxygenator optimization has been performed using Newtonian fluids, such as water 
and water/glycerol solutions, instead of blood. Previous investigations have developed mass 
transfer and friction factor correlations for blood oxygenators based on Newtonian fluids [1]. 
However, the rheology of blood differs from these ideal solutions in that it is non-Newtonian. 
The goal of this project is to develop non-Newtonian fluids that can better model the rheological 
behavior of blood. Xanthan gum/water and xanthan gum/glycerol solutions have been shown in 
the laboratory to demonstrate shear-thinning properties similar to blood. Thus, xanthan 
gum/water and xanthan gum/glycerol solutions of varying concentrations will be tested in hollow 
fiber blood oxygenators. The important experimental parameters to be studied are mass transfer 
coefficients, overall pressure drops, friction factors and the modeling of oxygen transfer. The 
experimental oxygen transfer data will be used to develop correlations such as the Sherwood 
Number, the Graetz Number and the Reynolds Number in order to characterize and model the 
experimental fluid in blood oxygenators. In this way, an optimal experimental fluid will be 
developed to model the performance of blood in blood oxygenators. 
Research Objectives 
The objectives of this research project are listed as follows: 
• To develop shear-thinning fluids which can be utilized to model the rheological 
properties of blood 
• To utilize experimental fluids to develop correlations for hollow fiber blood 
oxygenators 
• To optimize blood oxygenators by: 
::::} Maximizing rate of gas transfer 
::::} Minimizing fluid shear stress 
::::} Minimizing membrane surface area 
::::} Minimizing priming volume 
Project Introduction 
The fluids previously tested in the research group, for use in hollow fiber blood oxygenators, 
were of Newtonian nature. These fluids include water and solutions of water and glycerol in 
various concentrations [1]. The rheology of blood, however, has been demonstrated to be non-
Newtonian [2]. Therefore, a developmental need arose to obtain a fluid that more closely models 
the rheological characteristics of blood. The fluid, with rheological properties similar to blood, 
is intended to serve as a test fluid in equipment where blood is typically used. This fluid would 
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ideally eliminate the inconsistencies inherent in blood samples and, additionally, provide a clean 
method of testing equipment where blood flow is an important parameter. Correlations to be 
developed in the future will be compared to those for bovine blood in order to determine the 
viability of this solution for the intended purposes. 
Blood Analog Properties [3] 
Xanthan Gum solutions of varying concentrations in water are utilized to model blood in 
this study. Xanthan Gum is a derivative of the bacterium Xanthomonas campestris and is 
represented by the chemical structure shown below in Figure 1. Xanthan Gum solutions are 
documented as demonstrating shear-thinning behavior. Therefore, the apparent viscosity of 
these solutions will decrease when exposed to a shear force. This is a result of polymer 
aggregates aligning with the applied shear force and the breaking of covalent bonds between 
polymer chains. Furthermore, solutions of xanthan gum have demonstrated the ability to recover 
initial viscosity and stability after the removal of a shear force. Thus, xanthan gum is an 
appropriate choice for experiments involving applied shear forces in a closed loop system. 
Figure 1: Chemical structure of xanthan gum [3] 
. 
Experimental methods for fluid preparation, rheology testing and blood 
oxygenator experiments 
• Fluid Preparation: 
Solutions of various concentrations in water were prepared using Keltrol BT Xanthan Gum 
polymer (provided by Kelco Biopolymers, Inc.). The solutions were prepared by slowly adding 
xanthan gum polymer to 500 ml of de-ionized water. The mixing speed was set to produce a 
vortex and the mixing temperature was held constant at 55° Celsius. After the polymer was 
added, the solution was mixed gently for 2 hours (with out additional heating) to promote 
homogeneity. Subsequently, the solutions were stored in a refrigerator for 24 hours before the 
rheological properties of the fluid were tested. 
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• Rheology Testing: 
The rheological data of the experimental solutions were obtained using a Brookfield 
Synchro-Letric (model RVT) Viscometer. Various spindles are available in order to measure the 
viscosities of various fluids. For these experiments, a cylindrical spindle with a radius of 0.9421 
em and a length of 7.493 were utilized. The device rotates a cylindrical spindle in the fluid at 
varying revolutions per minute (rpm). Thereby, the viscometer measures the percentage torque 
deflection of the fluid as a function of rotational speed and spindle size. Using Equation 1, the 
power law constants n and m can 
Na = M = ( 2 (J) ) n - 1 ( m )( 1 I n ) n 
4nm Rc 2 L 
I Equation 1 I 
be determined by graphical methods. Shear rate and viscosity for a particular fluid can then be 
determined by using Equations 2 and 3 shown below. 
J.l = m (y)<n-1) Equation 2 
Equation 3 
where the following define the variables-for Equation 1, 2 and 3: 
Na = apparent viscosity (poise) 
M = measured torque deflection (dyne-em) 
(J) = angular speed (1/sec) 
Rc = spindle radius (em) 
L = spindle length (em) 
n = flow behavior index 
m = consistency coefficient 
Rb = radius of fluid container 
X = distance from axis of rotation (em) at which shear is calculated 
J.l = viscosity (poise) 
r = shear rate ( 1/sec) 
• Blood Oxygenator Experiments: 
The blood oxygenator experimental setup can be seen below in Figure 2. The system is 
closed loop and operates by the pumping of fluid from a 4 Liter flask through pressure transducer 
#1 into the oxygenation unit. In this unit, the experimental fluid is oxygenated via a Cobe 
Optima hollow fiber membrane oxygenator. The fluid is further processed through pressure 
transducer #2 after which the fluids is de-oxygenated with Nitrogen in a second hollow fiber 
oxygenator. The fluid is then re-circulated in the loop. In this experimental setup there is one 
oxygen meter linked, via tubing, to the three spaces indicated in the figure labeled as %02 
Reading #1, #2 and #3 respectively. In this way, oxygen concentrations can be measured at the 
inlet, after the first oxygenation unit and after the de-oxygenation unit. 
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Figure 2: Oxygenation and de-oxygenation flow setup 
Results to Date 
Results of viscosity as a function of shear rate for normal human blood (43% Hematocrit) 
show that for a shear rate between 1xl0-1 to 1xl01 (1/sec), the viscosity ranges between 3xl0-1 to 
1x10-1 poise [2]. The values for normal human blood demonstrate a similar trend to that of 
xanthan gum Keltrol BT solutions, particularly at concentrations nearing 1 OOppm. This 
deduction can be seen below in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Viscosity vs. Shear Rate of Keltrol BT solutions in de-ionized water. 
Current and Future Work: 
1) Concentrations of 1 OOppm xanthan gum/water solutions are currently being utilized for 
hollow fiber blood oxygenator testing. 
2) The development of additional analog fluids for experimental testing is in progress. 
These include xanthan gum/glycerol and polyacrylamide/water solutions. 
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3) The following important experimental parameters from data obtained during the testing 
of hollow fiber blood oxygenators are being determined. 
:::::} Mass Transfer Coefficients 
:::::} Overall Pressure Drop 
=> Friction Factors 
=> Oxygen Transfer 
4) Correlations will be developed from the experimental data which relate the: 
:::::} Sherwood Number 
:::::} Graetz Number 
:::::} Reynolds Number 
:::::} Schmidt Number 
5) Comparison of blood analog results to those previously obtained for bovine blood will be 
performed in the future. 
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Abstract 
Renewable biomass feedstocks and agricultural residues are mainly composed of 
cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Historically, high-yield ethanolic fermentation of the pentose 
sugars D-xylose and L-arabinose that are prevalent in most biomass hemicelluloses has been 
hindered by the absence of efficient pentose-fermenting microorganisms. Recently, strains of 
Zymomonas mobilis have been metabolically engineered to broaden their substrate utilization 
range to includeD-xylose and L-arabinose. These metabolically engineered Z. mobilis strains 
can efficiently ferment both xylose and arabinose to ethanol. Work is now underway to better 
understand pentose metabolism in these novel strains. We report here on the comparative 
fermentation performance characteristics of several different xylose-fermenting Z. mobilis strains 
growing on a glucose-xylose mixture. 
Index: Recombinant Zymomonas mobilis; xylose fermentation; ethanol; byproducts. 
Introduction 
There is interest in producing fuel ethanol from renewable biomass to reduce petroleum 
dependence and mitigate net production of carbon dioxide. Although the bacterium Zymomonas 
mobilis is ideal for fermentative fuel ethanol production °>, the narrow carbon source range of 
native Z. mobilis - glucose, fructose and sucrose - has limited its application for fermenting 
xylose-containing biomass sugar hydrolyzates. Metabolic engineering has been used to develop 
Z. mobilis strains exhibiting broader substrate utilization ranges (2•3>. Strains that are capable of 
fermenting D-xylose or L-arabinose have been constructed. Figure 1 illustrates the putative 
metabolic pathways for xylose and arabinose assimilation in these strains. The chromosomally-
integrated and plasmid-bearing Z. mobilis strains that are capable of fermenting the pentose D-
xylose have been created by incorporating 4 genes: 2 genes encoding xylose utilization 
metabolic enzymes (xylA/xylB) and 2 genes encoding pentose phosphate pathway enzymes 
(tal!fktA). Metabolically engineered strains expressing these 4 genes exhibit good ethanol 
production on glucose-xylose mixtures. 
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Materials and Methods 
Microorganisms 
One wild-type and three recombinant Z. mobilis strains were used in this study: 
1. Strain 206C: natural host (non-xylose-fermenting control). 
2. Strain C25: chromosomally-integrated mutant containing xylA!xylB and tal/tktA genes in 
two distinct synthetic operons. 
3. Strain 39676/pZB4L: plasmid pZB4L-bearing strain containing xylA/xylB and tal/tktA 
genes in separate operons as well as a gene encoding for tetracycline resistance (tet). 
4. Adapted strain 39676/pZB4L: a variant of strain 39676/pZB4L that grows faster on 
xylose which was isolated following long-term continuous culture on hardwood 
hemicellulose hydrolyzate. 
Fennentation Medium 
The fermentation medium for all Z. mobilis strains contained the following components 
(amounts are in giL): glucose, 40 ± 4; xylose, 40 ± 4; yeast extract, 10; and KH2P04, 2. The 
medium was autoclaved for batch fermentation studies by sterilizing at 121 °C for 25 min. To 
ensure selection pressure for maintenance of the pZB4L plasmid, tetracycline was added at a 
concentration at 20 mg!L to the medium for pZB4L-containing strains just before inoculation. 
F ennentation 
Experiments were conducted for 72 h in four 2.5-L BIOFLO 3000 fermentors (New 
Brunswick Scientific, New Brunswick, NJ, USA) using a working volume of 2 L. Fermentations 
were controlled at a temperature of 30°C, a pH of 5.5 (by automatic addition of 3 N KOH), and 
an agitation rate of 150 rpm. Samples were collected periodically time for analysis of cell mass, 
sugar, ethanol and byproduct concentrations; sample volumes were adjusted based on cell 
concentration to obtain an amount of cell mass equivalent to 25 mL of fermentation broth at a 
turbidity or optical density (OD) at 600 nm of 1.0. Clarified sample filtrates were obtained by 
filtering 1.5 mL of sample supernatant produced by centrifuging at 4500 rpm for 10 min using a 
Beckman GS-15R centrifuge (Beckman, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Sample filtrates were stored at 
-20°C prior to analysis. Whole broth samples were analyzed directly for turbidometric 
determination of cell mass. 
Analytical Methods 
The concentrations of glucose, xylose, ethanol and byproducts (xylitol, lactate, glycerol 
and acetate) were determined from sample supernatants using an HP 1090 HPLC equipped with 
refractive index detector (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA). Component separation was achieved 
using a Bio-Rad HPX-87H hydrogen ion resin column (Bio-Rad Labs, Richmond, CA) running 
at a temperature of 65°C and using 0.01 N H2S04 as the mobile phase. Mixed component 
standards containing glucose, xylose and ethanol were periodically run to verify calibration 
accuracy. 
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Calculations 
All calculations assume constant volume or neglect the (minor) impact of volume 
changes. Metabolic ethanol yields were calculated based on the amount of total sugar (glucose + 
xylose) consumed. Process ethanol yields were calculated based on the amount of sugars initially 
present. Maximum theoretical ethanol yields of 0.51 g ethanol per g sugar (glucose or xylose) 
were assumed (see Table 1). Volumetric sugar uptake rates were calculated directly based on the 
change in sugar concentration over the time interval of interest. Specific sugar uptake rates, i.e., 
uptake rates per gram of cell mass, were calculated u~ing the average cell concentration over the 
time of interest (i.e., (initial cell mass concentration +final cell mass concentration)/2). 
Results 
Construction ofmetabolically-engineered strains 
In previous work not described here, transposon Mini Tn5 was constructed to contain 
xylA/xylB and talltktA genes in two distinct synthetic operons. This transposon was used to 
construct the chromosomally-integrated strain C25. Plasmid pZB4L was similarly constructed to 
contain xylA/xylB and talltktA genes in two distinct synthetic operons and was used to construct 
the 39676/pZB4L strain. The structures of transposon Mini Tn5 and plasmid pZB4L are shown 
in Figure 2. 
Batch Fermentation Performance 
Cell growth 
As shown in Figure 3(a), Z. mobilis strain C25 grew to a somewhat higher concentration 
than any of the other strains, with the control strain 206C exhibiting the poorest growth 
performance due to its inability to utilize xylose. Maximum cell concentrations, which were 
reached by all strains in 18-24 h, were 1.1, 1.8, 1.9, and 2.2 g dry cell mass per liter (g DCMIL) 
for strains 206C, 39676/pZB4L, adapted 39676/pZB4L, and C25, respectively. 
Sugar uptake 
As shown in Figure 3(a), the highest sugar uptake rates by all strains were obtained for 
glucose and occurred from 4-18 h; this was the most rapid phase of ethanol production and cell 
growth. During this period, Z. mobilis strains 206C, C25, 39676/pZB4L and adapted 
39676/pZB4L exhibited respective average glucose uptake rates of 3.7, 2.2, 2.3 and 3.1 g/g-h (4-
18 h average) or 4.1, 2.0, 2.3 and 2.1 g/g-h (0-18 h average). Maximum xylose uptake rates were 
also highest in the 0-18 h time period. Z. mobilis strains 206C, C25, 39676/pZB4L and adapted 
39676/pZB4L exhibited average xylose uptake rates during this period of 0.0, 2.3, 1.4 and 1.7 
g/g-h (4-18 h average) or 0.0, 2.0, 1.6 and 1.1 g/g-h (0-18 h average), respectively. The most 
rapid xylose utilization was achieved by Z. mobilis strain C25. 
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Comparative ethanol production 
As shown in Figure 3(a), Z. mobilis strains 206C, C25, 39676/pZB4L and adapted 
39676/pZB4L produced maximum ethanol concentrations at 72 h of 21.7, 38.7, 33.1 and 38.1 
giL, respectively. The highest 72-h metabolic ethanol yield (yield based on consumed sugar), 
90% of theoretical, was obtained by Z. mobilis strain C25. Strains 206C, 39676/pZB4L, and 
adapted 39676/pZB4L achieved 72-h metabolic ethanol yields of 50%, 78%, and 83% of 
theoretical, respectively (see Table 1). 
Glucose + ADP + Pi ~ 2 Ethanol + 2 COz + A TP 
3 Xylose+ 5 ADP + 3 Pi~ 5 Ethanol+ 5 C02 + 3 ATP 
Theoretical Ethanol Yield= 0.51 g Ethanollg Sugar (Glucose or Xylose) 
Table 1. Stoichiometry of glucose and xylose fermentation to ethanol. 
Byproduct formation 
Production of four minor byproducts was detected: acetate, lactate, glycerol and xylitol. 
Production levels of all byproducts other than xylitol was very low, generally below 1 giL. The 
presence of acetate has been reported previously to detrimentally affect fermentation 
performance by xylose-utilizing Z. mobilis, decreasing the rates of xylose uptake rate and ethanol 
production <4•5). In this study, however, only very small amounts of byproduct acetate were 
produced (see Figure 3(b)). The low levels of acetate production are unlikely to have decreased 
the rates of xylose uptake or ethanol production rates during the fermentations. 
Xylitol was the main ethanol fermentation byproduct produced by the plasmid-bearing 
pZB4L strains. The accumulation of xylitol was positively correlated with ethanol production, 
but negatively correlated with the ethanol production rate, i.e., the higher the amount of xylitol 
accumulation, the lower the rate of ethanol production. However, this observation can be made 
for any byproducts that accumulate, since during batch production, ethanol production generally 
decreased over time). 
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Discussion 
The amounts of cell mass and ethanol produced by the tested strains reached their peaks 
between 18-24 hand 24-48 h, respectively. Consumption of glucose and xylose peaked 
within the first 24 hours and was substantially completed within 48 h; extending the fermentation 
to 72 h did little to benefit ethanol production and mainly increased the level of byproduct 
formation. Strain C25 exhibited the highest rates of xylose uptake, but estimates of sugar uptake 
rates were also significantly influenced by the sampling frequency. Obtaining more closely 
spaced samples during the first 24 hours of fermentation will be necessary to obtain accurate 
estimates of specific growth and sugar uptake rates. 
The comparative results described here show the powerful potential of using microbial 
genetics to reduce byproduct formation levels. The use of improved chromosomal integration-
based strain construction techniques offers the potential to minimize the activity of undesirable 
production formation pathways. So far, strain C25 exhibits much more efficient ethanol 
production characteristics than either of the plasmid-bearing 39676/pZBL4 strains. This occurs 
in spite of the fact that all of these strains contain the same synthetic xylose utilization and 
metabolism operons. The differences in gene transcription and protein expression between these 
strains needs to be further understood so that further improved strains can be constructed. And 
performance must be assessed under a wider range of glucose and xylose concentrations to 
understand comparative strain behavior under a wider range of conditions, including those of 
greatest interest to industry. 
Since glucose uptake ended before 18 h for all of the strains, these preliminary results 
suggest that the carbon flux of glucose and glucose intermediates through the Entner Doudoroff 
(ED) pathway is not influenced by the presence of the chromsomally-integrated or plasmid-
bearing heterologous genes. This observation remains to be verified by determining the dynamic 
profiles of foreign and native enzyme activities in the pentose-phosphate and ED pathways<6>, as 
well as measuring the intracellular concentrations of phosphorylated sugar intermediates using 
NMR<6.7>. 
Conclusions 
All 3 of the xylose-fermenting Z. mobilis strains exhibited good conversion performance 
at 30°C and pH 5.5 (controlled) on mixtures of 4% w/v glucose and 4% w/v xylose, achieving 
ethanol yields between 81-92% of the theoretical maximum. Chromosomally-integrated strain 
C25 utilized the most xylose, produced the most cell mass and ethanol, and generated the 
smallest amount of byproducts among the 3 xylose-fermenting strains tested. 
The adapted 39676/pZB4L strain showed a limited increase in the extent of substrate 
conversion and the amount of cell mass, ethanol, and byproduct production compared to the 
parental 39676/pZB4L strain. These results suggest that the gene expression level or efficiency 
of sugar transport in the adapted strain is improved over the parental strain. The improved 
transport hypothesis is difficult to support from this data, however, since the measured glucose 
and xylose uptake rates of the two strains are similar. 
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Four byproducts were detected for all 4 tested strains during fermentation: xylitol, lactate, 
glycerol and acetate. Levels of byproduct formation differed significantly between the 4 strains. 
Both plasmid-bearing strains produced significantly higher amounts of xylitol and modestly 
higher amounts of glycerol and acetate than strain C25. In contrast, strain C25 produced slightly 
higher amount of lactate than either of the plasmid-bearing strains. 
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Abstract 
Diffusion of MTBE Through Alfalfa 
Courtney R. Pitzer1, Sigifredo Castro-Diaz1, and L.C. Davis2, L. E. Erickson, 
Departments of Chemical Engineering1 and BiochemistrY, 
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506 
For three months adult alfalfa plants were grown in a large planted system while being 
watered with 0.84 millimolar solution of methyl-tert-butyl-ether (MTBE) and were harvested on 
the last day of each month. The alfalfa harvested at the end of the third month was cut into 
lengths of approximately seven centimeters and tested by gas chromatography for the presence 
of MTBE in the stems. Six plants were studied , and GC readings were taken for each section of 
alfalfa stem for approximately 1.5 hours in order to attain a half time of the diffusion of MTBE 
out of the stem. Also, by measuring the exact length of the stem pieces and their wet and dry 
weights, it was possible to determine the average radii of the stem sections. Using a semi-log 
plot of the GC peak heights related to the concentration versus elapsed time, an approximate half 
time was determined. The calculated radii and half times were used to determine the diffusivity 
of MTBE out of alfalfa from the equation 
0.0631 = D*;112 
r 
where Dis the diffusivity in cm2/s, tis the half time in seconds, and r is the radius in em. These 
experiments were performed after the third and fourth months in order to compare diffusivity 
data. It was determined ex~erimentally that the diffusivity of MTBE out of alfalfa is 
approximately 2.7x10"7 em Is with halftimes of about 10 to 20 minutes. 
Introduction 
Methyl-tert-butyl-ether (MTBE) has been used since the early 1980's as a fuel additive in 
unleaded gasoline to increase fuel efficiency and reduce air pollution (Newman, 2000). 
However, MTBE is now becoming a major pollutant. It easily evaporates from open containers 
and surface water, so MTBE is commonly found as a vapor in the air. As a vapor, MTBE can be 
quickly broken down in the air by sunlight. Also, MTBE may dissolve in water and find its way 
into the ground water, where it is known to remain for long periods (ATSDR, 1997). 
Test on the effects of MTBE on animal systems have revealed that it is dangerous in high 
concentrations. Tests on laboratory animals have shown that long term exposure to 
contaminated drinking water could result in gastrointestinal irritation, liver and kidney damage, 
and nervous system effects. One study with rats showed that breathing high levels of MTBE 
vapors may cause liver and kidney cancer. However, there is no evidence that MTBE causes 
cancer in humans (ATSDR, 1997). 
Little is know about how MTBE and its breakdown compound butyl alcohol are further 
broken down in plants. Through experimentation, alfalfa has been shown to take up MTBE from 
the soil. MTBE then passes into the atmosphere by diffusing out of the plant's stem and leaves. 
The rate of diffusion out of the whole plant was determined previously, but the radial diffusion 
of MTBE from the stem of the plant is still unknown. 
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Experiments with Alfalfa 
An experiment was set up to see if the rate of radial diffusion of MTBE out of the stems of 
alfalfa plants is an important contributor to the total diffusion rate. A two channel system was 
set up allowing eight alfalfa plants to grow while being watered from beneath with a 0.84 
millimolar solution of MTBE. Once per month the alfalfa was harvested by choosing seven or 
eight stems and cutting them into approximately 7cm lengths. The stem pieces were placed in 
sealed 64 mL bottles and 0.5 mL gas samples were taken from the bottles and injected into a gas 
chromatograph. The peak heights displayed on the GC recorder are representative of the 
concentration of MTBE in the gas phase. The GC injections were repeated every five minutes 
for the first 30 minutes and then again at one and 1.5 hours. After the samples were allowed to 
diffuse for 1.5 hours, the wet and dry weights of the stems were measured as well as the lengths 
of each stem piece (Davis et al., 1999). 
Assuming a density of one gram per cubic centimeter (one mg per cubic mm) for the alfalfa 
stem, the cross sectional area was calculated using the equation 
Cross Sectional 
Area 
_Total Weight 
Total Length 
mm3 2 
--=mm 
mm 
where the total length is the combined lengths of the stems in the bottle, and the total weight is 
the wet weight of the stems. Using the area, the average radius of the stem was calculated using 
the equation A= 1t•r2• Then, using the equation for diffusivity discussed by D.A. Rose in 1981 
0.0631= D*;112 
r 
where t is the half time for the diffusion obtained from a plot of the concentration versus time 
(see Figure 1). The diffusivities obtained are shown below. •-::-
Height Along Radius Diffusivity 
Stem {em} (mm} {cm 2/s} 
31-38.5 0.70 2.03E-07 
23-31 0.68 2.58E-07 
16-23 0.67 3.34E-07 
7-16 0.63 2.22E-07 
The experiment was performed three times for two growing periods. Similar diffusivities were 
obtained for each trial. 
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Figure 1. Diffusion of MTBE Out of Alfalfa by Stem Height 
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Figure 2. MTBE Concentration with Stem Height 
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Figure two shows the variation of MTBE concentration with stem height. The values are GC 
peak height per unit mass of water in the sample. The symbol is placed at the mid-height of each 
segment of 7 or 8 em long. 
Conclusions 
The experimental diffusivity of MTBE out of alfalfa rlants with stem radius less than one 
millimeter was determined to be approximately 2.7x10-7cm Is. Thus, MTBE diffuses quickly out 
of the stem of an alfalfa plant. Radial diffusion must be considered in field studies because but 
more than half the loss occurs along the stem. 
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Abstract 
Army training reservations contain vehicle wash facilities where combat and other equipment 
are washed after field maneuvers. During this process, sediments containing significant 
concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons accumulate in concrete sedimentation basins. 
Conventional treatment methods to decontaminate these sediments include landfill disposal or land 
application. However, vegetative remediation systems may offer a cost effective alternative. A 
phytoremediation design that reduces petroleum hydrocarbons to acceptable levels and is simple to 
implement and maintain was developed for the Central Vehicle Wash Facility (CVWF), Fort Riley, 
Kansas. This paper presents a brief outline of site characterization, vegetation treatment system 
design, and complete results for a two-year study. 
Key words: contaminated sediments, petroleum hydrocarbons, phytoremediation 
Introduction 
Many army-training reservations contain vehicle wash facilities where combat vehicles and 
other equipment are washed with high-pressure water hoses after field maneuvers. During this 
process, sediments containing significant concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons accumulate in 
sedimentation basins. Significant quantities of these sediments are generated at 12 army installations-::o 
throughout the United States, two of which are located in the Great Plains/Rocky Mountain region. 
Military vehicles at Fort Riley, Kansas are washed at the Central Vehicle Wash Facility 
(CVWF). Washwater from the CVWF flows into an impoundment, where particulate matter settles 
and light petroleum products are removed. Approximately 765 m3 of water saturated sediments are 
removed from the washwater impoundment every six to nine months and spread on the ground 
surface in 45 to 105 em thick layers. Laboratory analysis of representative samples of sediments 
from the impoundment and land application site indicate measurable Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon 
(TPH) concentration between 482 and 3800 mglk.g. The Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment (KDHE) generally considers cleanup goals for TPHs in soils as 100 mglk.g, but grants 
variances depending on future uses of contaminated soils (KDHE, 1999). Conventional treatment 
methods to manage these sediments include landfill disposal or land application; vegetative 
remediation systems may offer a cost-effective alternative (Davis et al., 1996; Reilly et al., 1996; 
Schnoor et al., 1995). 
An inexpensive plant treatment system requiring minimal management was designed to treat 
sediments generated at the Central Vehicle Wash Facility (CVWF), Fort Riley, Kansas. This paper 
presents the details of the vegetation trial and results. 
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Experimental Section 
Approximately 136 m3 of sediments from the CVWF were spread on a mowed grassland in July 
1997. The sediments were spread approximately 30 em deep. In September 1997, a vegetative 
treatment scheme was established with three treatments: (1) an unvegetated control, (2) a grass 
mixture consisting of tall fescue and western wheatgrass, and (3) a grass-legume mixture consisting 
of tall fescue with red clover, birdsfoot trefoil, and yellow sweet clover. Each plot was 6 x 6 m in 
size and all the plots were fertilized with nitrogen and phosphorus. The plots were arranged in a 
randomized complete block design with four replicates. After seeding the plots in September 1997, 
management of the trial included 3 fertilizer applications (23 kg/acre of nitrogen and 11 kg/acre of 
phosphorus) on all plots, 2 mechanical clippings of vegetated plots, and 4 herbicide applications on 
unvegetated plots. 
Sediment samples were collected for preliminary analysis prior to the seeding (July 1997). A 
composite sample of sediments and the underlying native soil was analyzed for chemical and 
physical properties. The experimental plots were sampled six times (0, 6, 9, 12, 18, and 24 months 
after seeding) to determine TPH concentration. During each sampling period, samples were taken 
from 4 random places in each plot and a composite was made. This resulted in four composites for 
each treatment. The composites were air dried, ground, sieved through a 2 mm sieve, and stored in 
cold room until analysis. A 3 g subsample was taken from each composite and extracted for TPH. 
Total petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations have been estimated using a procedure that estimates 
hydrocarbons in the motor oil range by gas chromatography (Schwab et al., 1999). 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 shows the average TPH concentrations in the soil with a grass mixture during a 24 
month period. Initially the TPH concentration was 904 ± 230 mglkg (meaJ:l standard deviation) 
which declined to 432 ± 80 mglkg in 6 months. During the first 6 months of plant establishment, 
the reduction was about 52% with continued overall reduction to 73% during the next 3 months. 
After 12 months, the TPH had declined to 201 ± 116 mglkg. This amounts to a 78% reduction 
during the first year after planting. During the second year of the trial no further reduction in TPH 
was observed. The overall reduction in the grass mixture plots was about 76% in 24 months. 
For the legume treatment, the initial average TPH concentration in the soil was 712 ± 142 
(Figure 2). TPH concentration decreased to 463 ± 144 mglkg in the first 6 months (35% reduction). 
During the next 3 months, the overall reduction was about 60% and it was only 68% after the next 
3 months (Figure 2). At the end of first growing season, the TPH concentration was 228 ± 101 
mglkg. During the second year TPH values fluctuated between 151 and 290 mglkg. The overall 
reduction in legume mixture plots was about 59% in 24 months. Figure 3 shows the TPH 
concentration in unvegetated plots over the 24 month period. Initially TPH concentration in the 
unvegetated plots was 846 ± 214 mglkg which decreased to 227 ± 67 mglkg over the 24 month 
period (overall reduction of 73% ). 
TPH concentrations at the beginning of the trial, for all plots, averaged 821 mglkg. For all plots 
the average TPH concentration decreased to 487 mglkg at six months and 206 mglkg at 24 months. 
After 24 months of vegetation treatment, the TPH concentrations declined about 75% from the 
initial values. Most of the decrease occurred during the first 12 months and the reduction stabilized 
over the next 12 months. It is also important to note TPH has been estimated in the motor oil range 
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in this study. If the TPH were estimated for gasoline or diesel range hydrocarbons, the estimated 
final TPH values would likely be lower. 
No significant differences have been observed between vegetated and unvegetated treatments 
by analysis of variance. It is important to note that both the vegetated and unvegetated treatments 
were fertilized. Therefore the unvegetated treatment cannot be considered a treatment option that 
leaves the sediments without management. The TPH concentration at the beginning of this trial was 
low (821 mglkg). Considering this low initial TPH concentration, we have not seen evidence of 
enhanced dissipation of hydrocarbons with vegetation. Since vegetation helps to hold soil in place 
and prevent erosion by wind and water, keeping the soil vegetated has value even if there is no 
significant difference in the rate of biodegradation. This trial will be sampled again after another 
complete growing season (36 months after planting). 
To estimate the concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons in the native soil, a sample of the 
native soil was taken outside the trial area. The TPH concentration for this sample was 92 mglkg. 
Soil samples have also been taken from the native soil at the depth of 30 em from the ground 
surface. Estimated TPH for these samples have ranged from 39 mglkg to 159 mglkg with most 
samples near 100 mglkg. 
Two soil samples from the 24-month sampling were split and one set was analyzed in our 
laboratory and the other submitted to the commercial laboratory providing analysis for the second 
trial. One sample was from a grass vegetated treatment. The other sample was from the native soil. 
These samples were analyzed for TPH and P AHs. The TPH estimate of the vegetated treatment was 
330 mglkg (compared against the average grass mixture TPH of 221 ± 30 mglkg, analyzed in our 
laboratory). The PAH concentrations for seven probable carcinogenic PAHs were all very low 
ranging from 0.0041 mglkg for dibenzo[a,h]anthracene to 0.15 mg/kg for benzo[b]floranthene. The 
estimated benzo[a]pyrene concentration was 0.0099 mglkg. These PAHs levels were well below 
concentrations associated with cancer risk levels stipulated by regulatory agencies. A tier 2 risk-
based summary stipulated by Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) is provided 
in Table 1 (KDHE, 1999). For the commercial laboratory, the TPH concentration of the sample from 
the native soil was 140 mglkg (compared against the average native soil TPH of 100 mglkg, analyzed 
in our laboratory). 
While the values from the commercial laboratory are larger than the values from our laboratory, 
the differences may be associated with variations associated with sampling and laboratory analysis 
procedures. Based on the fact that the recent TPH values are only about 100 mglkg above 
background levels and the P AH concentrations for the seven probable carcinogenic P AHs are all 
very low, this remediation process appears to be leading to acceptable results. 
Summary and Conclusions 
An inexpensive vegetation treatment system was established to treat sediments from the Central 
Vehicle Wash Facility (CVWF) at Fort Riley, KS. Excellent vegetation was established in the field 
trial, and there was a significant reduction in TPH concentration. The overall reduction was about 
75%; however, we did not see significant differences among treatments. We conclude that sufficient 
reduction of petroleum hydrocarbons can be reached in fertilized soil with or without vegetation for 
the batch of sediments we used from CVWF in the field trial. This is due in part to the low initial 
hydrocarbon concentrations. Treatment differences with vegetation may be more likely to be evident 
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for sediments with higher initial hydrocarbon levels. The presence of vegetation has several specific 
advantages such as controlling soil erosion and contaminant leaching as well as improved aesthetic 
appearance. 
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Table 1. Risk-based Standards for Carcinogenic PAHs by KDHE. 
[Source: KDHE, 1999] 
PAH Residential Conditions 
Soil Pathway Soil to Groundwater 
(mg/kg) Protection Pathway 
(mg/kg) 
Naphthalene 100 39 
Acenaphthylene NA NA 
Acenaphthene 300 190 
Fluorene 270 200 
Anthracene 13 13 
Phenanthrene NA NA 
Fluoranthene 2700 3800 
Pyrene 2000 3000 
Benzo[ a]anthracene 12 10 
Chrysene 1200 1000 
Benzo[b ]flu ranthene 12 22 
Benzo[k ]fluoranthene 120 240 
Benzo[a]pyrene 1.2 40 
lndeno[1 ,2,3,-c,d]pyrene 12 40 
Dibenzo[a,h]anthracene 1.2 3.1 
Benzo[g,h, i]perylene NA NA 
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Figure 1. Effect of time on total petroleum hydrocarbon concentration for grass mixture, 
Fort Riley field trial. 
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Figure 2. Effect of time on total petroleum hydrocarbon concentration for legume mixture, 
Fort Riley field trial. 
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Cellulase Recovery via Membrane Filtration and Sedimentation 
Abstract 
Wendy D. Mores, Laura M. Fisher and Robert H. Davis 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, CO 80309-0424 
A combined sedimentation and membrane filtration process was investigated for recycling 
cellulase enzymes in the biomass-to-ethanol process. In the first stage, lignocellulose particles 
larger than approximately 10 J.llil in length were removed via sedimentation in an inclined settler. 
Microfiltration was then utilized to remove the remaining suspended solids. The enzyme 
transmission through the membrane during forward filtration was 89 ± 4 % with only enzyme 
present. Permeate fluxes of approximately 400 Um2 -h were obtained when no cleaning was 
used. Cleaning via crossflushing proved ineffectual, whereas backwashing and rapid backpulsing 
both substantially improved transmembrane fluxes (6-fold and 3-fold, respectively). In 
experiments filtering either enzyme of LC/enzyme through the membranes, adding LC to the 
system increased the effectiveness of rapid backpulsing and backwashing 10-fold. One reason 
why the fluxes for LC/enzyme are higher than the fluxes for enzyme alone is because the cake 
layer of LC particles effectively serves as a secondary membrane which prevents cellulase and 
very small particles from fouling the primary membrane. During cleaning, this secondary 
membrane and the enzyme aggregates trapped in it are removed from the surface, greatly 
increasing the flux through the membrane. A preliminary economic analysis shows that the cost 
benefit of enzyme recycle may be as much as 18 cents per gallon of ethanol produced, provided 
that 75% of the enzyme is recycled in active form. 
Introduction 
As traditional energy resources become more depleted, the drive to develop new, nontradi-
tional energy sources grows. One area that has been of interest for decades is the conversion of 
various biomass sources to ethanol (Lynd et al., 1999; McCoy, 1998; Lee, 1997). While cellulo-
sic biomass can be converted to ethanol in existing processes, this conversion is not currently 
employed on a large scale because of its expense. One way to reduce the process cost is by 
recycling the cellulase enzyme used to hydrolyze cellulose. The enzyme used in this process is 
extremely expensive, representing approximately 20% of the total ethanol cost (Wooley et al., 
1999). Because much of it remains active after hydrolysis, recycling this enzyme could consid-
erably decrease operating costs. 
A proposed way of separating and recovering cellulase enzyme is through the use of sedi-
mentation followed by microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration (UF). In the sedimentation step, 
the larger particles are removed so as not to block the tubing or membrane filter in the subse-
quent filtration step, as was observed in previous studies with only filtration (Nguyen et al., 
1999). Particle removal may be accomplished efficiently using sedimentation vessels with in-
clined walls (Hill et al., 1977; Acrivos and Herbolzheimer, 1979; Davis and Gecol, 1996). This 
simple and inexpensive technique involves pumping feed into an inclined vessel with large 
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surface area but small height. As the fluid moves up the channel, the particles settle due to grav-
ity onto the upward-facing surfaces and then slide down to the bottom of the settler, where they 
can either be removed separately or returned to the feed vessel. Inclined settlers provide the 
advantages of short settling distances and large surface areas for sedimentation (Davis a,nd Ac-
rivos, 1985). 
After sedimentation, the suspension may be further clarified using MF. In this step, sus-
pended solids greater than 0.2 Jliil in diameter are removed, but the cellulase enzyme (molecular 
weight of 60-90 kDa) passes through to the permeate side (Kroner et al., 1984). Various clean-
ing techniques, such as crossflushing, backwashing, and rapid backpulsing, can be used to 
maximize fluxes through these membranes (Redkar and Davis, 1995; Wenten, 1995; Zeman and 
Zydney, 1996). Finally, a UF step can be added to retain the enzymes while passing water, 
sugars, ethanol, and other small molecules on for further processing. 
In our research, sedimentation and microfiltration experiments were conducted on a pre-
treated biomass process stream from the National Renewable Energy Lab's (NREL) pilot plant 
in Golden, Colorado. Microfiltration experiments were conducted using the overflow from the 
sedimentation experiments, with various cleaning methods investigated to reduce fouling. Fi-
nally, a preliminary economic analysis was performed using the fluxes obtained in the microfil-
tration experiments. 
Methods 
The materials used include lignocellulose (LC) and cellulase enzymes from Sigma (SCE) and 
NREL (CPN). LC (ground Yellow Poplar) was obtained from the pre-hydrolysis stage of 
NREL' s pilot plant in Golden, CO and contains approximately 40% lignin and 60% cellulose, 
plus acetic acid and other residual components. The particles are oblong, with a typical length-
to-diameter ratio of 2:1, and range in length from 10 J1m to 1000 Jlm (with the nominal size 
around 100 J.Lm ). SCE, produced by Trichoderma reesei, was obtained in powdered form from 
Sigma (St. Louis, MO, Cat. # C-8546). CPN is a commercial cellulase preparation made specifi-
cally for NREL by Iogen Corporation (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) (McMillan et al., 1999). It 
contains 205 giL total soluble protein, of which 158 giL represents high molecular-weight pro-
teins (assumed to be cellulases) (McMillan et al., 1999). CPN cellulase concentrations are re-
ported as the cellulase fraction only. Concentrations of enzyme were determined using the BCA 
Protein Assay Kit. This assay can be used for the colorimetric detection and quantitation of total 
protein. It measures the absorbance at 562 nm exhibited by the chelation of two molecules of 
BCA with one cuprous ion. The absorbance is linear with increasing protein concentrations over 
the range of 20 Jlg/ml to 2000 Jlg/ml. 
Sedimentation 
A simple primary separation was performed using an inclined settler to remove the larger 
particles from the feed stream prior to microfiltration. A schematic of the inclined settler is 
shown in Figure I. A rectangular glass sedimentation channel of 30 em length, 5 em width, and 
0.5 em depth was used as the settler. A peristaltic pump (Millipore, Inc.) was used to draw fluid 
from the feed tank at a prescribed rate. Particles then settled onto the upward-facing wall of the 
settler and slid back into the feed tank, producing a clarified overflow. Guided by the theory of 
Davis et al. (1989), the flow rate through the settler and the angle of inclination were varied to 
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give a desired concentration of particles in the clarified overflow stream. An angle of inclination 
of 30° from the vertical and a flow rate through the settler of 0.2 rnUs were selected as providing 
the desired performance; under these conditions, the clarified overflow had a particle concentra-
tion of approximately 10% of that in the feed, which contrained 2.5 w/v% LC and 0.3 w/v% 
SCE or 0.1 w/v% CPN in water, and nearly all of the particles reaching the overflow were less 
than 10 J.lin in length. 
Crossjlow Filtration 
Figure 1. Schematic of the inclined 
settler used to remove larger particles 
from the process stream prior to mem-
brane filtration. 
The overflow from the inclined settler (0.2 w/v % LC and 0.3 w/v % SCE or 0.1 w/v% 
CPN) was filtered with a Minitan (Millipore, Inc.) flat-sheet device. This device has one channel 
which is 7 mm wide by 5 mm long and 3 mm high. A polysulfone (PS) membrane with 0.22 J.lin 
nominal pore size (Cat. #S02SP00010) from Micron Separations, Inc. was employed. Asche-
matic of the crossflow filtration device is shown in Figure 2. A peristaltic pump (Millipore, Inc.) 
is used to feed the suspension into the filter. The recirculation rate of feed to the filter was 6 
rnUs, which corresponds to a wall shear rate of 570 s-1, a mean velocity of 29 crnls, and a chan-
nel Reynolds number of 860. The permeate mass was measured by an electronic microbalance 
interfaced with a computer. 
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In all experiments except those with forward filtration only, the clean membrane flux was 
first determined (10 ), after which the membranes were filtered with backpulsing for approxi-
mately 4000 s (the net flux, <1>, was at steady state by this time). Then, forward filtration was 
run for one hour (Js)- The permeate line was then shut off and water was run across the mem-
brane for 2 minutes. After crossflushing, water was run through the membrane to obtain the 
crossflushing flux (Jc)- The membranes were then backwashed for 2 minutes and water subse-
quently run through them to obtain the flux after backwashing, lb. The forward and reverse 
transmembrane pressures were M'1= APb = 5 psi, respectively. 
Results and Discussion 
Crossjlow Filtration 
Forward filtration experiments were conducted on the PS MF membranes to determine the 
forward flux and enzyme transmission through the membrane. Figure 3 shows typical results of 
crossflow microfiltration of LC, CPN cellulase, and a mixture of the two at 5 psi transmembrane 
pressure. In all cases, the flux declines rapidly over the first ten minutes due to membrane foul-
ing, and then continues to decline at a slower rate. Table 1 shows the initial flux, long-term flux 
after two hours, and apparent protein transmission for crossflow membrane filtration experiments 
of Figure 3 plus repeats. Using a BCA assay, the transmission of CPN through the membrane 
when the enzyme was filtered alone was determined to be 89 ± 4%. Unfortunately, the trans-
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mission of CPN through the membrane could not be determined when LC was present, as some 
presently unidentified component is present which reacts with the Cu2+ ion in the assay. When 
LC and CPN are filtered together, the assay absorbance values are less than the sum of the LC 
and CPN values separately. This smaller absorbance is most likely due to some CPN adsorbing 
onto the LC particles. Because of this adsorption, we are presently unable to quantitatively 
identify how much CPN is present in the permeate after it is filtered with LC. A new technique 
will be investigated in the future to determine enzyme concentrations when LC is present. 
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Figure 3. Permeate flux versus time for crossflow membrane filtration of 0.2 w/v % lignocellu-
losic particles after inclined settling, 0.1 w/v % CPN enzyme, and a mixture of 0.3 w/v % parti-
cles and 0.1 w/v % enzyme using a 0.2 J.Lin. PS membrane at 5 psi. transmembrane pressure. 
Table 1 - Absorbance and transmission values for 0.2 w/v % LC, 0.1 w/v % CPN enzyme, and a 
mixture of0.3 w/v% LC and 0.1 w/v% CPN. Sedimentation was first done at an overflow rate 
of Q0 = 0.2 rnUs. Crossflow experiments were conducted using PS membranes at t1P1 = 5 psi. 
lo is the initial water flux and ls is the long-term flux after fouling. The clean membrane flux is 
shown as the average plus and minus one standard deviation for 17 experiments, whereas each 
fouled membrane flux is the average plus and minus one standard deviation for two experiments. 
The CPN transmission is reported as the average plus and minus one standard deviation for 4-6 
samples from two experiments. The enzyme transmission when LC is present is not available, 
because LC interferes with the BCA protein assay. 
Foulant Jo (Um2-h) Js (L/m2-h) Feed Permeate % Transmission 
Absorbance Absorbance 
LC 8000± 1000 700± 10 0.51 0.45 N/A 
CPN 8000± 1000 175 ± 1 0.66 0.58 89±4% 
LC/CPN 8000± 1000 210± 10 0.87 0.72 N/A 
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The performances of the membranes were. tested using two different enzyme systems and 
various cleaning techniques (Figure 4 ). For both types of enzymes, the permeate fluxes are 
much higher in the presence of LC than when SCE or CPN enzyme was filtered alone. Moreo-
ver, crossflushing gave little or no flux improvement, whereas backwashing and backpulsing are 
more effective in removing foulants, especially with LC present. The flux after backwashing is 
largest in all cases, increasing the fouled flux with LC 6-fold. The backpulsing fluxes for the 
mixes are approximately 1000 LMH, while those for the enzyme alone are only approximately 
125LMH. 
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Figure 4. Net flux with and without backpulsing, and recovered flux after backwashing or cross-
flushing for crossflow microfiltration of a mixture of 0.3 w/v % LC (after primary particle re.:::::-
moval by inclined settling) and 0.1 w/v % CPN or 0.3 w/v % SCE cellulase through 0.2 f.1IIl PS 
membranes at forward and reverse transmembrane pressure of 5 psi. Backpulses of 0.1 s dura-
tion were employed after forward-filtration intervals of 5 s. 
One reason why the LC/enzyme fluxes are higher than the enzyme fluxes alone is because 
the cake layer of lignocellulosic particles effectively serves as a secondary membrane which 
prevents cellulase and very small particles from fouling the primary membrane (Kuberkar and 
Davis, 2000). The concept of a secondary membrane is shown schematically in Figure 5. Only 
cellulase enzyme is filtered through the membrane in case (a). The enzyme forms agglomerates 
which block membrane pores and decrease the permeate flux. These agglomerates are difficult 
to remove from the membrane, rendering cleaning via backwashing less effective. However, 
when cellulase enzyme is filtered in conjunction with lignocellulosic particles (b), the LC forms 
a secondary membrane on the primary membrane surface. Individual cellulase molecules can 
pass through this secondary membrane; however, cellulase agglomerates are caught in this layer 
and do not reach the membrane surface. The cellulase agglomerates are removed with the less 
adhesive LC during backwashing, increasing the effectiveness of cleaning. 
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Figure 5. Schematic showing (a) primary membrane fouling without a secondary membrane and 
(b) reduced fouling in the presence of a dynamic secondary membrane. 
Economic Analysis 
The total annualized cost of a membl'ane separation step will depend on the membrane area 
required and, hence, on the permeate flux achieved. Using an economic model for membrane 
filtration of fermentation broth described by Kuberkar et al. (1998), a preliminary estimate has 
been made which indicates that the reduction in enzyme costs when enzyme recovery and recy-
cle are used will significantly outweigh the added cost of employing membrane separation with 
values of the permeate flux which are comparable to those obtained in our preliminary tests. 
Table 2 shows the cost basis employed and the calculated costs of one membrane separation 
(microfiltration or ultrafiltration) for two different permeate flux values. In both cases, the largest 
costs are for capital equipment and membranes, with power, labor, maintenance, and cleaning 
representing only a small fraction of the total. The cost of membrane separation (per gallon of 
ethanol produced) decreases with increasing flux, due to the reduced membrane area and equip-
ment size required. Also shown are the cost savings which would occur by recovering and re-
using cellulase enzyme. The data on the enzyme cost ($0.32/gal EtOH) and the volume ethanol 
produced per total volume processed (0.05 gal EtOH/gal total) are taken from Wooley et al. 
(1999). 
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Table 2 - Economic analysis for enzyme recovery by membrane separation. The cost basis is 
taken from Kuberkar et al. ( 1998) and is based on a biotechnology plant capacity of 
40,000 Uday. A linear scaleup with membrane area is assumed. 
Capital $2001m2 -yr 
Membranes $1751m2-yr 
Power $ 281m2 -yr 
Cleaning $ 251m2 -yr 
Maintenance $ 201m2 -yr 
Category Cost Basis 
Labor 0.2 person/day 
Total Cost $4501m2-yr 
Saving wl 75% enzyme recycled: 
Cost (cenWgal EtOH) 
Flux= 10 Um2-h 
14.6 
12.7 
2.0 
1.8 
1.5 
0.01 
32.6 
24.0 
Cost (cenWgal EtOH) 
Flux= 50 Um2 -h 
2.9 
2.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.3 
0.01 
6.5 
24.0 
Using a cost/benefit analysis, there is a critical flux which must be exceeded so that the cost 
required for adding membrane separation is more than offset by the cost savings of reducing the 
total enzyme requirements by recovery and recycle. The tradeoff is illustrated in Figure 6, where 
the separations cost is plotted versus the average permeate flux. Assuming that 75% of the 
cellulase enzyme is recovered in active form by membrane separation, an average flux of 14 
Um2-h must be achieved for a single membrane separation step while 30 Um2 -h must be 
achieved when two membrane separation steps are required. Fortunately, our preliminary fluxes 
in excess of 200 Um2-h with no cleaning and 1000 Um2-h with rapid backpulsing significantly 
exceed the critical flux values. 
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Figure 6. Cost of one membrane separation versus average flux (LMH = Um2 -h) during mem-
brane filtration. 
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Concluding Remarks 
An enzyme recovery system has been proposed to recycle enzyme after the hydrolysis stage 
and before the distillation stage in the biomass to ethanol process. This recycling process in-
volves first sedimentation using an inclined settler to separate large solids from smaller particles 
and liquid. Microfiltration is then used to remove the smaller particles, and finally ultrafiltration 
can be used to retain cellulase enzyme while allowing sugars, ethanol, and water to pass on to the 
distillation step. The first two stages of this recycling process, sedimentation and microfiltration, 
have been described in this paper. 
Sedimentation experiments were carried out using an inclined settler and LC and enzyme 
from NREL's pilot plant in Golden, CO. The overflow from this settler filtered through MF 
membranes, and 89 ± 4 % transmission of enzyme was obtained. The flux through the mem-
brane declined with time to a steady-state value of approximately 200 Um2-h. However, this 
flux could be increased by backwashing (6-fold increase) and rapid backpulsing (3-fold in-
crease). Cleaning was more effective when both LC and enzyme were present in the MF feed, as 
the LC formed a secondary membrane on the primary membrane surface, decreasing fouling by 
the more adhesive cellulase agglomerates. 
A preliminary cost estimate was presented showing the fluxes required if recycling enzyme is 
to be economically viable. Assuming 75 % of the enzyme can be recycled in active form, the 
cost of implementing a membrane system operating at the fluxes achieved in these initial tests 
will be much less than the money saved. However, it must be understood that the cost estimate 
is contingent on recycling a large fraction of active enzyme, which will depend on how much 
enzyme binds to the LC particles and how much deactivates during the process. Nevertheless, 
while this cost estimate is preliminary, it does encourage further investigation of implementing a 
membrane system for cellulase recovery. 
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Polyelectrolyte Precipitation of Wild-type and Charge-modified 
~-Giucurondiase from Canola, Corn, and Soy Extracts 
Abstract 
Todd J. Menkhaus, Sara U. Eriksson, Paul B. Whitson, and Charles E. Glatz 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Iowa State University 
Ames, lA 50011-2230 
A selective precipitation early in the process of purifying a recombinant protein from 
transgenic crops would be beneficial to reduce the load sent to downstream units. In recovery of 
relatively charged proteins from microbial extracts, precipitation with oppositely charged poly-
electrolytes has proven to be an effective means of accomplishing this. Here we have investig-
ated the potential of utilizing a polycationic precipitating agent (polyethylenimine - PEn, to pre-
cipitate an acidic model protein (~-glucuronidase - GUS), from the aqueous extracts of canola, 
com, and soy. For comparison, PEl precipitation of GUS was also evaluated from a crude 
bacterial fermentation broth. 
Two versions of the target protein have been investigated - the wild-type enzyme (WTGUS) 
and a genetically engineered version containing ten additional aspartates on each of the enzyme's 
four homologous subunits (GUSDlO). It was found that canola would be the most compatible 
expression host for use with this purification technique. GUS was completely precipitated from 
canola with the lowest dosage of PEl (50 mg PEI/g total protein) and over 80% of the initial 
WTGUS activity could be recovered with an 18-fold purification. Precipitation from soy gave 
yields over 90% for WTGUS, but had only a 1.3-fold enrichment factor. Com, although requir-
ing the most PEl to precipitate (210 mg PEI/g total protein for 100% precipitation), gave moder-
ate results, with 81% recovery of WTGUS activity and a purification factor of 2.6. The addition 
of aspartate residues to the target protein did not enhance the selectivity of PEl precipitation in 
any of the systems tested. In fact, the additional charge reduced the ability to recover GUSD10 
from the precipitate, resulting in lower yields and enrichment ratios compared to WTGUS. 
Compared to the bacterial host, plant systems provided lower polymer dosage requirements, 
higher yield of recoverable activity and greater purification factors. 
Introduction 
Plant agriculture has recently received much attention as a viable source for recombinant 
protein production (Krebbers et al. 1992; Whitelam, 1995; Kusnadi et al., 1997). Utilization of 
transgenic crops as bioreactors offers several distinct advantages over traditional microbial sys-
tems. For instance, scale-up requires only more farmland be devoted to production; the price of 
inputs is comparatively low; harvest, transport, storage, and processing methods are well estab-
lished; post-translational modifications necessary to produce active proteins are realizable; and 
protein accumulation can be directed to the most beneficial location within the plant (Whitelam 
et al., 1993). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that processing of oil seeds (i.e. com and 
canola) to obtain vegetable oil can be accomplished with no loss of recombinant protein activity 
(Kusnadi et al. 1998a, Bai and Nikolov 2000), thus offering a potential byproduct to the high-
value target protein. 
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One obstacle hindering the widespread application of plants as bioreactors is the need for 
more information regarding the downstream processing, as this can easily constitute the majority 
of production costs (Whitelam, 1995; Goddijn and Pen, 1995). To date, a multi-stage process 
and economic evaluation for the purification of avidin and J3-glucuronidase (GUS) from trans-
genic com has been thoroughly examined (Kusnadi et al. 1998b, Evangelista et al. 1998). Also, 
several chromatographic strategies have been investigated as one-step purification methods. 
These include cation exchange chromatography for the recovery of T4 lysozyme from canola 
(Zhang and Glatz, 1999), as well as anion-exchange chromatography, and immobilized metal 
affinity chromatography to purify GUS from canola (Zhang et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2000). 
These studies indicate that while a nearly pure product can be obtained, an early pre-purificat-
ion/concentration step would be beneficial to reduce column size and frequency of resin fouling. 
Furthermore, many industrial enzymes do not require a high degree of purification, and can be 
utilized after only a coarse fractionation (Headon and Walsh, 1994). 
Precipitation is one common approach for the coarse fractionation of plant proteins from an 
aqueous extract. This technique offers the ability to not only concentrate, but also achieve a 
partial enrichment early in the purification process at a low cost (Jervis and Pierpoint, 1989). 
Polyelectrolyte precipitation (the use of a charged polymer to precipitate an oppositely charged 
target protein) is an attractive method because it normally requires low concentrations (0.05-0.1 
%, w/v), offers the opportunity for high selectivity, and the precipitate can be easily redissolved 
without affecting protein activity (Niederauer and Glatz, 1992). Zaman et al. (1999) attempted 
the polyelectrolyte precipitation of T4 lysozyme (a basic model protein) from a canola protein 
extract with the polyanionic polymers poly( acrylic acid) and polyphosphate Glass H. Neither of 
these agents was able to precipitate the target protein from a clarified extract to a high degree 
under the conditions tested. 
This work considers the precipitation of GUS (an acidic model protein) from various plant 
and microbial systems by addition of the polycationic precipitating agent poly(ethyleneimine) 
(PEl). The choice of production host for the recombinant protein can play a significant role in 
the ease of purification of the product molecule due to differences in native proteins and othef' 
potential contaminants (e.g. phenolic compounds, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids). Therefore, 
three transgenic plant systems were evaluated - canola, com, and soy. Along with these, a 
bacterial host, Escherichia coli, was also examined in order to compare transgenic plants to the 
"traditional" microbial production system. 
The use of genetic engineering is another approach that can be utilized to simplify the 
purification of recombinant proteins from a variety of hosts (Flaschel and Friehs, 1993). In 
plants, it has been successfully applied to the recovery of GUS from canola by fusion of oleosins 
(oil-body proteins) to the target and subsequent recovery by flotation centrifugation (van Rooijen 
and Moloney, 1995). Zhang et al. (1999, 2000) found positive results for several other genet-
ically engineered versions of GUS (containing charge modifications or poly(histidine) tails) in 
recovery from canola by the chromatographic strategies mentioned earlier. It has also been 
demonstrated that in the application of PEl to precipitate glucoamylase from a Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae culture medium (Suominen et al., 1993) and J3-galactosidase from a crude E. coli 
fermentation broth (Parker et al., 1990) that poly(aspartic acid) fusions to the target protein en-
hanced the ability for purification. With this in mind, two versions of GUS were evaluated in the 
current work: the wild-type enzyme (WTGUS) and a genetically modified version of GUS 
(GUSD10) containing ten additional aspartate units on each of the enzyme's four homologous 
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subunits. Due to the large time and monetary investment required to produce transgenic versions 
of the numerous desired systems, a spiking approach was used in this study. A spiking method 
by Zhang et al. (1999) yielded results in good agreement with transgenic plants. 
Materials and Methods 
GUS: Its Production and Purification from E. coli, and Activity Assay 
GUS is a homotetrameric enzyme with monomer molecular weight of approximately 68,000 
Da and isoelectric point at approximately pH 5.5 (Jefferson et al., 1986). GUS is traditionally 
used as a gene fusion marker because it is easily detected, very stable, and able to withstand a 
wide range of ionic strengths and pH values. The spectrophotometric activity assay employed in 
this work, which measures the release of p-nitrophenol from its corresponding glucuronide, is 
very sensitive, accurate, and easy to complete (Jefferson and Wilson, 1991). Based on amino 
acid sequence, the calculated net charge at pH 7.0 for WTGUS andenzyme are -75 and -l15 
respectively (Zhang et al., 1999). 
The gene construction of both versions of GUS in E. coli, as well as their production and 
purification,have been described in detail previously (Zhang et al., 1999). The production con-
sisted of growth in shake-cultures containing LBH medium, with the induction of GUS expres-
sion by isopropyl ~-D-thiogalactopyranoside (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Mature cells were harves-
ted and subsequently disrupted by sonication. The resulting broth was clarified by centrifugat-
ion. Purification was then accomplished by one stage of affinity chromatography using sacc-
harolactone as the affinity ligand (saccharolactone immobilized on cross-linked agarose, Sigma), 
and two stages of anion exchange chromatography. For WTGUS the weak anion exochange 
resin DEAE-sepharose fast flow (Sigma) was utilized, while for GUSD 10 the strong anion 
exchange resin Q-sepharose fast flow (Sigma) was chosen. When both versions were evaluated 
on the same resin (either strong or weak anion exchange) additional negative charge was 
confirmed on GUSDlO (data not shown). Also, the final product in each case contained one 
major band at approximately 70 kDa when tested by SDS-PAGE (data not shown). The purified 
versions of GUS were stored in 50 mM imidazole buffer at pH 7.0 in a 4 °C cold cabinet. 
Plant Protein Extraction and Quantification 
Canola - Non-transgenic canola seed was provided by Pioneer Hi-Bred International 
(Johnston, IA). It was ground, dehulled, flaked, and defatted at room temperature by two stages 
of 30 min each inn-hexane at a ratio of 1 g solid/20 ml solvent. The final oil content was< 2% 
(w/w) (Zhang and Glatz, 1999). Protein extraction of the defatted meal was accomplished by 
mixing with deionized water (1 g solid/10 ml water) for 30 min. The pH was continually mon-
itored and maintained at 7.0 with small amounts of 1.0 N NaOH and 0.1 N NaOH as needed. 
The aqueous extract was clarified by centrifugation and polished by 0.22-J.Uil syringe filtration. 
The final total protein concentration was 15 mg/ml (± 2 mg/ml). 
Com - The germ-rich fraction of non-transgenic com seed was provided by Iowa Com 
Processors (Glidden, IA). The full-fat sample was received in a milled state and no further size 
reduction was needed. It was, however, defatted by the same method described for canola. 
Protein extraction was accomplished by the same protocol discussed for canola, except a ratio of 
1 g solid/4 ml water was used. The final protein concentration was 16 mg/ml (± 3 mg/ml). 
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Soy- Non-transgenic "white" soy flakes were from the Center for Crops Utilization Re-
search at Iowa State University. The flakes were used with no further processing. The method 
followed for protein extraction was identical to that shown for canola with the final concentration 
of total protein being 25 mg/ml (± 3 mg/ml). 
Total Protein Assay- Total protein concentration was measured using Pierce (Rockford, IL) 
Coomassie Plus Protein Assay Reagent with bovine serum albumin as the standard. 
Polyelectrolyte Precipitation 
Polyethyleneimine (PEl) is a branched polymer with a pK of approximately 9.7 (Atkinson 
and Jack, 1973). It was purchased from Sigma as a 50% (w/v) aqueous solution with a number 
average molecular weight of approximately 60,000 Da. This concentrated solution was diluted 
down to 1.0 mg PEI/ml with DI water and adjusted to pH 7.0 with concentrated HCI. 
For precipitation experiments on the three crop systems, spiking of the protein extract was 
necessary to produce a "transgenic" plant extract. This was accomplished by first diluting the 
clarified non-transgenic extract to a total protein concentration of 1.0 mg/ml. This was done to 
ensure all systems had the same concentration of total protein, as the polelectrolyte dosage 
requirement to precipitate proteins is directly proportional to concentration (Jendrisak, 1987). 
The appropriate GUS stock (WT or DlO) was then added to yield GUS at 0.5% (w/w) of total 
protein. The spiked extract was also adjusted to pH 7.0 if necessary. Precipitation of GUS from 
microbial host was conducted on a disrupted and clarified broth diluted to 1.0 mg total pro-
tein/mi. 
Precipitation tests were performed in 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tubes. The same amount of 
spiked extract (or clarified fermentation broth) was added to each tube to give 500 Jlg of total 
protein and 2.5 Jlg of GUS per tube (actual GUS amount in the fermentation broth samples could 
not be determined, but the specific activity was approximately the same as it was in the spiked 
plant extracts). Differing volumes of diluted PEl stock were then added to each tube to yield the 
desired dosage ratio of PEl to total protein. Finally, deionized water was used to make the total 
volume of each tube 0.750 ml. The mixture was then vortexed vigorously for 10 s, incubated at 
room temperature for a minimum of 45 min, and microcentrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 30 min to 
remove any formed precipitate. A total of 0.720 ml of the supernatant were removed and eval-
uated for residual GUS activity and total protein. The pellet remaining in the tube was then 
washed by addition and removal of 1.0 ml of deionized water. Lastly, the precipitate was redis-
solved with 0. 720 ml of 2.5 M NaCI and vortexed for 5 s. The resulting solution was again 
analyzed for GUS activity and total protein. 
Results and Discussion 
The precipitation profiles of WTGUS with PEl from canola, com, and soy extracts, as well 
as from E. coli fermentation broth, are shown in Figure 1. Also shown in Figure 1 is the 
corresponding total protein that was co-precipitated with GUS from each of the expression sys-
tems. This graph displays that the PEl dosage required for precipitation of GUS increases in the 
order of canola (least), soy, fermentation broth, and com (most). It indicates that the native com-
ponents in each system affect the ability of PEl to complex with the target protein. From Figure 1 
it is also apparent that more than twice as many native proteins are precipitated from soy and the 
microbial broth than either canola or corn. 
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It is known that nucleic acids are preferentially precipitated by PEl in bacterial fermentation 
broth (Cordes et al., 1990), yeast cultures (Niederauer et al., 1994) and crude wheat germ 
extracts (Jendrisak, 1987). Because nucleic acid levels vary in the systems studied here, it may 
explain some of the differences observed. Disrupted cells from the fermentation broth contain a 
higher level of nucleic acids than the plant extracts, and may explain why the E. coli system 
requires more PEl to precipitate GUS than canola and soy. However, it does not explain why 
com requires such high dosages. Another potential reason comes from the fact that phenolic 
compounds in plant extracts are known to interact with proteins (Jervis and Pierpoint, 1989). In 
some cases, vegetable tannins have been utilized to precipitate proteins (Haslam, 1988). Simil-
arly, Blaicher et al. (1983) found that higher levels of phytic acid increased the precipitation of 
proteins in canola by isoelectric precipitation. Of the plant hosts, canola meal has the highest 
concentration of soluble phenolic compounds at approximately 16 glkg (Naczk et al., 1998), 
followed by com with approximately 9 glkg (adapted from Sosulski et al., 1982), and soy with 
only 5 glkg (Naczk et al., 1998). Thus, it may be possible that the phenolic compounds and 
phytic acid are actually aiding in precipitation, but still does not explain com requiring the high-
est level of PEl 
Figures 2 and 3 display the recoverability of WTGUS activity and the corresponding 
purification factor (the ratio of specific activity after precipitation to that in the initial solution) 
from the various hosts. It can be seen that for canola over 80% of the original activity can be 
recovered with an 18-fold purification value for a dosage of 50 mg PEI/g total protein. At higher 
dosages the recovery drops slightly and purification factor reduces to only 2 as more native 
proteins that had been precipitated are redissolved. Soy is capable of higher yields (over 90% }, 
but the purification factor is poor due to a high degree of native proteins co-precipitating. Com 
offers the ability to recover over 80% of GUS activity with a 2.6-fold purification, while the 
fermentation system yields the lowest recoverability and smallest purification. 
The polyelectrolyte precipitation of WTGUS and GUSD10 from com is compared in Figure 
4. At lower dosages of PEl, GUSDlO shows an enhanced ability to precipitate from the spiked 
com extract. However, at higher dosages, when the precipitation level is 100%, WTGUS 
precipitates equally well. Results for the other systems, plant and microbial, displayed a similar 
pattern between WTGUS and the charge-modified version of GUS. Parker et al. (1990) ob-
served that the affect of aspartate tails on ~-galactosidase were not as profound in an untreated 
bacterial extract as it was in the same extract treated to remove nucleic acids. In the systems 
studied for this work, all precipitation experiments were conducted on crude plant and E. coli 
extracts and may contribute to the reason for not observing a greater difference in precipitation. 
As a consequence of the small shift in the precipitation curve, GUSD 10 was still removed 
within a range where many native proteins also precipitated. That is, additional aspartate resi-
dues on the target protein did not enhance selectivity about that found for WTGUS. Ideally, 
GUSDlO would have given the target protein enough negative charge to precipitate at a much 
lower dosage and thus not be contaminated with as many native proteins. 
Table 1 gives an overall summary of precipitation, recovery, and purification for the 
different systems evaluated in this study. Here we see that a greater percentage of WTGUS 
activity can be recovered than GUSDlO activity. This can be explained by considering that the 
additional negative charge on the D 10 version is actually causing a stronger interaction with PEl 
(and other precipitated components), thus hindering it from being brought back into solution. A 
similar phenomenon was found by Niederauer et al. (1994) in the recovery of genetically engin-
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eered versions of ~-galactosidase containing poly( aspartic acid) tails from an E. coli extract. In 
their case, complete recovery of the more highly charged versions of the protein was possible, 
but it required a higher ionic strength buffer than that for the wild-type protein. Along with act-
ivity recovered, the purification factor obtainable for WTGUS is also enhanced over that found 
for GUSD10. This is simply due to a greater recovery of GUS activity, as the total protein re-
dissolved was virtually identical for experiments done on the same system (i.e. com WTGUS 
and com GUSD 10, data are not shown). 
Conclusions 
The utilization of polyethylimine as a precipitating agent to accomplish a coarse fraction-
ation in the recovery of acidic target proteins from transgenic crops is a viable option. Of the 
four expression systems evaluated (canola, com, soy, and E. coli), canola would be the most 
compatible for use with this purification technique. GUS was completely precipitated from 
canola with the lowest dosage of PEl (50 mg PEI/g total protein) and over 80% of the initial 
WTGUS activity could be recovered with an 18-fold purification. Precipitation from soy gave 
yields over 90% for WTGUS, but had only a 1.3-fold enrichment factor. Com, although re-
quiring the most PEl to precipitate (210 mg PEI!g total protein for 100% precipitation), gave 
moderate results with 81% recovery of WTGUS activity and a purification factor of 2.6. Unfor-
tunately, the addition of aspartate residues to the target protein did not enhance the selectivity of 
PEl precipitation from any of the systems tested. In fact, the additional charge reduced the 
ability to recover GUSD 10 from the precipitate, resulting in lower yields and enrichment ratios 
compared to WTGUS. Comparison of GUS precipitation and recovery from plants, to the same 
extent as from a bacterial host, proved that plant systems are superior in terms of lower polymer 
dosage requirements, higher yields of recoverable activity, and greater purification factor. 
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Table 1: Summary of the precipitation, recovery, and purification for all systems 
al t d Val . h b t WTGUS I GUSD10 ev uae . ues meac ox represen 
PEl Dosage for 
Expression System 100% GUS Precip %Activity Purification Factor* 
(mg PEI/g Tot Prot) Recoverable 
Canola 30 I 25 83 I 75 18 I 16 
Com 210 I 200 81 I 68 2.6 I 2.3 
Soy 70 I 60 94 I 78 1.3 I 1.2 
E. coli 130 I 120 70 I 71 1.4 I 1.4 
. . 
*The punfication factor IS that corresponding to the maximum m activity recoverable 
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Figure 1: WTGUS and total protein precipitation profiles with increasing amounts of PEl. 
Solid points represent removal of GUS activity and hollow points the corresponding total 
protein removal. 
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Oxidation-Enhanced Biodegradation ofPAH-
and PCP- Contaminated Soils 
Shelley A. Allen and Kenneth F. Reardon, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523-1370 
ABSTRACT 
In a laboratory-scale project, soils obtained from two different sites were used to study 
the combination of chemical oxidation and biodegradation. The primary contaminants in 
Soil #1 and Soil #2 were polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and 
pentachlorophenol (PCP). The specific chemical oxidation process utilized in this study 
involved the addition of a Fenton's reagent (ferrous iron and hydrogen peroxide) to 
generate hydroxyl free radicals (·OH). Once chemically oxidized, biodegradation by 
indigenous microorganisms was used to more completely degrade the contaminants. The 
effects of different extents of chemical oxidation were tested by applying 0, 1, and 2% 
(w/w) hydrogen peroxide, with and without added nutrients. The different treatments 
were analyzed for pollutant levels and microbial population size. The addition of even a 
small amount of hydrogen peroxide produced better degradation than bioremediation 
alone. The 1% and 2% hydrogen peroxide treatments resulted in similar final extents of 
degradation of phenanthrene and anthracene, both 3-ring compounds. Fluoranthene, 
however, was degraded to a lower final concentration by the 1% hydrogen peroxide 
treatment. Although the concentration of microorganisms decreased significantly after 
the hydrogen peroxide was added, the microbial population rebounded within one week. 
The addition of nutrients increased the microbial growth rate. These results have been 
used to design a pilot-scale treatment study. 
INTRODUCTION 
Chemical oxidation and bioremediation are two remediation techniques 
commonly used to treat contaminated soil. Bioremediation can be an economically 
sound method of treating easily degradable compounds (Marco, 1997). However, many 
pollutants are not effectively degraded by bioremediation. In contrast, chemical 
oxidation technologies are considerably more expensive but successfully degrade 
contaminants that are biologically recalcitrant (Heinzle, 1992; Tang, 1997). The aim of 
this work was to identify the optimal degree of chemical oxidation as defined by the 
overall extent of degradation. Thus, the impact of the chemical oxidant on the microbial 
population was an important concern. 
The chemical oxidant used in this experiment was Fen ton's reagent, a 
combination of hydrogen peroxide and ferrous iron. Fenton's reaction is an oxidative 
process that generates hydroxyl free radicals (·OH) and has been shown to be very 
effective in treating biologically recalcitrant compounds (Mokrini, 1997). 
The contaminants chosen for this experiment were polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and pentachlorophenol (PCP). These contaminants are widely 
used in the wood treatment industry to protect wood products from rotting. PCP and 
many PAHs are prevalent priority pollutants regulated by the U.S. Environmental 
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Protection Agency. They are often slowly biodegraded and the larger PAHs are both 
biologically recalcitrant and carcinogenic. 
Laboratory-scale experiments were performed to help predict the outcome of 
pilot-scale experiments combining chemical oxidation and bioremediation on the same 
soils. The goals of the laboratory experiments were to identify an acceptable range of 
hydrogen peroxide addition, to determine the time scales for each treatment phase, and to 
verify that significant changes in total microbial mass could be detected. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two soils were used for this experiment. Soil # 1 was a sandy loam from a PCP 
disposal site that was contaminated with PCP only. Soil #2 was a silty loam from a wood 
treatment facility contaminated with PCP and several P AHs ranging from two to five 
rings. The indigenous soil microorganisms were used for the biological degradation in 
both experiments. 
The soil experiments were performed in Erlenmeyer flasks closed with rubber 
stoppers. Each batch of soil was treated with different levels of hydrogen peroxide 
solution and 5% (w/w) iron aggregate, the ferrous iron source used in this experiment. 
Water was added to bring the soil moisture to 4% (w/w), and the soil was then incubated 
at 20 °C to allow biodegradation to take place. 
A 125 g portion of Soil #1 was placed in several 250-mL Erlenmeyer flasks and 
treated with 0 or 1% (w/w) hydrogen peroxide. For Soil #2 tests, 1000 g of soil were 
placed in 1 000-mL Erlenmeyer flasks and treated with 0, 1, and 2% (w/w) hydrogen 
peroxide. One treatment of 1% hydrogen peroxide also was enhanced with 31 mL of a 
nutrient solution containing 845 mg/L KH2P04, 2186 mg/L K2HP04, 1063 mg/L NH4Cl, 
97.5 mg/L MgS04, 25 mg/L of MnS04·H20, 5 mg/L of FeS04·7H20, 1.5 mg/L 
CaCh·2H20, and trace amounts of H2S04. 
P AH concentrations in the soil were determined using a modification of EPA 
Method 8270. Both acid and base/neutral extractions were performed on 20 g of soil in 
methylene chloride and water. This extract was then rinsed through a solid phase 
extraction apparatus with Florisil cartridges to remove humics. The remaining extract 
was concentrated down to 1 mL under a nitrogen atmosphere and analyzed by gas 
chromatography (GC). The GC used was a HP 5890 Series 2 GC with an HP 5971A 
mass spectrometer. The column used was a HP-5 Trace Analysis Column. 
The microbial concentration was measured by the phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) 
assay (Findlay, 1997; Cavigelli, 1995). This assay quantifies the concentration of fatty 
acid methyl esters (FAMEs) found in the sample. From the amount of FAMEs present, a 
qualitative comparison of microbial concentrations can be found. Extraction and 
interpretation were performed as described by White et al. (1979). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experiment using Soil # 1 demonstrated more extensive PCP degradation from 
the 1% hydrogen peroxide treatment followed by biodegradation than biodegradation 
alone (Figure 1a). A significant increase in the PCP concentration can be seen three 
hours after addition of the Fenton's reagent. This peak is thought to be produced by 
breakage of soil particles by both mixing and the generation of oxygen bubbles, which 
would increase the availability and dissolution of PCP. 
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The addition of hydrogen peroxide initially decreased the concentration of 
FAMEs and therefore the microbial population (Figure 1 b). However, by the end of the 
six-day experiment, the microorganisms recovered from the initial shock and the cell 
concentrations increased significantly. 
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FIGURE 1. Results of Soil # 1 experiment over six days comparing 0 and 
1% hydrogen peroxide additions. (A) Degradation of PCP. (B) Microbial 
concentration profiles. 
The experiment using Soil #2 produced similar results. The treatments with 
hydrogen peroxide oxidation followed by biodegradation degraded the P AHs 
considerably more than biodegradation alone (Figures 2a-c). The 1 and 2% hydrogen 
peroxide treatments resulted in similar final extents of degradation of phenanthrene and 
anthracene, both 3-ring compounds. Fluoranthene, however, was degraded to a lower 
final concentration by the 1% hydrogen peroxide treatment. Though this result is 
unexpected, it is hypothesized that the fluoranthene-degrading microorganisms are more 
sensitive to the hydrogen peroxide, and therefore the biodegradation of fluoranthene is 
limited by the 2% hydrogen peroxide addition. 
The PLF A analysis produced the expected results. The 1 and 2% hydrogen 
peroxide additions produced an initial drop in the microbial population. However, the 
microbial population increased to initial values within one week, then continued to 
increase, surpassing the original microbial mass at the end of two weeks. Also, the 
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results clearly confirmed that the addition of nutrients to the soil doubled the microbial 
growth rate over the two-week experiment. Since no data were gathered on the P AH 
levels of the nutrient-amended soil, it cannot be determined whether the increased 
microbial growth correlated with increased PAH degradation. However, this was most 
likely the case as the contaminants are the major carbon source in the soil. 
The PLF A analysis also revealed some information about the nature of the 
microorganisms in Soil #2. Although the majority of the microorganisms were found to 
be aerobic, some desulfobacters were detected (Kieft et al., 1997). Furthermore, stress 
indicators were found in the soils. The levels of these stress indicators increased with 
higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide added, which was expected. 
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FIGURE 2. Results for Soil #2 experiment comparing the 0, 1, and 2% hydrogen 
peroxide additions. (A) Phenanthrene degradation. (B) Anthracene degradation. 
(C) Fluoranthene degradation. (D) Microbial concentration profiles for 0, 1, and 
2% H202 and nutrient-enhanced 1% H202 treatments. 
A pilot-scale experiment using Soil #1 was performed for 9 weeks. The results of 
this study can be found in Table 1. The combined process of chemical oxidation 
followed by biodegradation led to higher extents of degradation than biodegradation 
alone for all P AHs studied. The low-ringed compounds were better degraded by the 1 
and 2% hydrogen peroxide additions, while the high-ringed compounds, such as 
benzo[a]pyrene, had greater extents of degradation with the higher hydrogen peroxide 
concentrations, 2 and/or 4%. 
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TABLE 1. Results for the pilot-scale study using Soil #1 over a 9-week period. Shaded 
entries denote treatment(s) with highest percent degradation. 
% Degraded (9 weeks) 
PAH 0% H202 1% H202 2% H202 4% H202 
Anthracene 18.3 28.0 27.6 24.0 
Phenanthrene 21.6 29.4 30.9 20.3 
Fluoranthene 16.6 26.6 25.4 15.0 
Benzo[a]anthracene 6.2 23.4 20.0 13.3 
Chrysene 5.6 18.4 18.3 16.5 
Benzo[b]fluoranthene Neg. 5.7 13.3 8.3 
Benzo[k]fluoranthene 0.3 2.1 12.4 12.7 
Pyrene 7.3 16.8 18.2 15.8 
Berizo[a]pyrene Neg. 2.3 5.6 14.7 
CONCLUSIONS 
The combination of chemical oxidation and biodegradation proved to degrade 
PCP and P AHs in the two soils tested better than biodegradation alone. The two 
hydrogen peroxide treatments resulted in similar final extents of degradation. Although 
the microbial population decreased upon addition of hydrogen peroxide, it increased 
significantly within a week. Nutrient addition doubled the microbial growth rate. 
The results from these experiments are currently being applied to pilot-scale 
experiments using the same soils. The goals of the pilot-scale experiments are to study 
the degradation achieved through the addition ofO, 1, 2, and 4% hydrogen peroxide with 
5% iron aggregate. Nutrients are being added to all the soils, since this experiment 
demonstrated such a marked increase in microbial growth upon nutrient enhancement. 
For these large-scale experiments, a Microenfractionator™ - a highly efficient, large-
scale mixer - is being incorporated to break up as well as homogenize the soil. Along 
with the P AH and PLF A levels, other factors are being studied in this large-scale 
experiment: the mutagenicity level of the soil is being measured by the Ames Assay 
(Ames, 1983), the microbial community changes are being examined by Denaturing 
Ill 
Gradient Gel Electrophoresis ( Ovreas, 1997), and the water content of the soil is being 
measured by a combination of pressure plates and soil·moisture assays. 
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